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Flavourful Foundations
POS Solutions Evolve with the Times

It is a lamentable fact that most of the significant foodservice
trade shows and conferences in the West have effectively shut
their doors. In their place, smaller trade events have taken some
root, notably the Manitoba Restaurant and Foodservices Association’s trade show event in January and some private wholesaler shows. The closure of B.C.’s Connect show marked the
final retreat of Restaurants Canada, the national restaurant
association, from the western scene: unfortunately, the business and interest from the
industry was just not sufficient to run a major event any longer.
Western restaurateurs who are keen on networking and learning about the trade, however, can still attend the national Restaurant Canada’s show in Toronto this February 26th28th at the Enercare Centre — in effect, now THE hospitality event of the year!
This year Restaurants Canada is planning to celebrate Canada’s 150 birthday in a big
way. There will be an all-new Canada Pavilion and World Pavilion, showcasing the mosaic of cuisines. You can take part in new, culinary off-site experiences with some of the
best restaurants in the city. Meanwhile, culinary, tasting lounges and main stages will
have must-see sessions such as: Butchery Course; Art of Spanish Tapas, Pizza and Gelato
Making 101; Cooking with Beer; Innovation with Eggs; Seafood Revolution and more!
For those interested in the bar side of the business, Shake & Sling is returning as a “show
within a show”. You can sample chef-inspired cocktails, discover perfect pairings, and learn
why “whiskey business is not risky business”, all in the and brand-new Tasting Lounge.
There is also an all-new “Business Builder Series” designed to help grow your bottom
line. Learn what food and technology movements diners want to be part of or find out
how your front- and back-of-house can make or break a diner’s impression.
New on-trend competitions and exciting prizes “will get your adrenalin going”. Highlights include Canada’s 100 Best Restaurant Reveal, Top Shelf Bartending Competition,
Canadian Culinary Federation Chef Competition, Innovation Awards, and Iron Chef
Local Food Student Competition.
The Restaurants Canada show is now the single best venue for the foodservices trade
to keep up on the where the industry is going and how to be a profitable member of it.
Plan to attend to reap these benefits!

As restaurants strive to meet customer needs, so too must their POS.
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

THE news
Starbelly Open Kitchen + Lounge Looks to the
Future While Honouring The Past
Starbelly Open Kitchen + Lounge a community-oriented restaurant located in southeast Calgary, welcomed Paul McGreevy to the
team as executive chef. With Chef McGreevy at the helm, Starbelly
unveiled the new direction of the restaurant alongside the launch
of its new menu. As Starbelly looks to the future, it continues to
honour the late Jonathan Sobol, whose culinary talent and
involvement in the community impacted many Calgarians.
With a passion for using local, seasonal and sustainable
offerings in his dishes, Chef McGreevy is committed to forging Chef Paul McGreevy
strong relationships with local farmers and producers. His fervor and dedication will continue the vision Jonathan set out to achieve at Starbelly.
With a deep appreciation of the legacy Jonathan left behind, Chef McGreevy is
ready to take the reins and reinforce why Starbelly is a top player in Calgary’s
culinary scene. Under the new leadership of Derek Milhalik, general manager, and
Danielle Kondruk, sales and events manager, Starbelly will continue to deliver
exceptional food and wine offerings in a community environment.

Survey Finds Paper Towels Preferred Over Air
Dryers in Public Washrooms
A recent survey has found that 75 per cent of people prefer to use paper towels
to dry their hands rather than air dryers when both methods are available in public
washrooms. Conducted by Cadence Research in 2016 for Kruger Products, the survey
also showed that when only air dryers are available, 62 per cent of people seek alternative ways to dry their hands (such as on their clothing or with bathroom tissue), or
do not dry them completely. Additional findings from the survey indicate that 76 per
cent of people find air dryers too noisy, 85 per cent of people find that lineups for
air dryers are longer than for paper towels, and almost all participants (91 per cent)
believe that paper towels dry hands faster than air dryers.

Don’t Miss THE Hospitality Event of the Year!
Restaurants Canada will be celebrating 150 years of
foodservice innovation, leadership and culinary excellence at the annual trade show taking place February
26 – 28, 2017 in Toronto!
The association will be shining the spotlight on the
icons, the influencers, our provinces and territories,
multicultural cuisines, the companies and brands that
have or will play a role shaping our industry in Canada.
New this year, exhibitors and buyers can connect directly through the “Connect
and Do Business” appointment scheduling system.

Blue Point Capital
Partners and
Russell Food Equipment
Close Merger with
Hendrix Hotel & Restaurant
Equipment & Supplies
Blue Point Capital Partners has acquired a
controlling interest in Hendrix Hotel &
Restaurant Equipment and Supplies.
Now Canada’s two largest foodservice
equipment dealers, Hendrix and Russell Food
Equipment, will become one company: Russell
Hendrix Foodservice Equipment.
Hendrix’s product breadth, reputation,
nationwide distribution, diverse customer
base and buying scale are key drivers of the
combined company’s business model and
consumer network.

“The complementary geographic exposure,
product diversification and sales structure is
game changing for our current platform
investment in Russell,” said Mark Morris,
a partner with Blue Point. “The combined
company will be positioned as the market
leader in the Canadian FE&S distribution
industry, over four times larger than the next
biggest competitor. We expect this merger to
be transformative for both companies, as it
will position the combined, seasoned management team to considerably expand capabilities
and achieve greater growth.”
The Russell Hendrix combination was driven
by the natural fit and substantial synergy
opportunities. The merger accelerates the combined company’s ongoing expansion strategy
and further establishes them as the premier
FE&S dealer in Canada’s top metro markets.

BOTHWELL’S MONTEREY JACK AND MILD CHEDDAR WIN 1ST PLACE
Manitoba’s Bothwell Cheese took top spots with their Monterey Jack
and Mild Cheddar cheese at the 89th Annual British Empire Cheese
Show. The company also took second place with its Muenster and third
place with its Parmesan.
“2016 marks the 80th anniversary of our company and I’m proud to
say that Bothwell is still a cheese that stands out in the industry,” says
Bothwell Cheese President Kevin Thomson. “I’m personally quite
pleased with our outcome at this show and that our attention to quality
does not go unnoticed by our peers.”
“This year’s British Empire Cheese Show was exceptionally
tough with many new entries in the speciality class,” says Bothwell Cheese Production Manager Nathan Dueck. “Despite the
strong competition, we placed well in the specialty categories
and took home two first place spots. Our team should be very
proud of these accomplishments.”
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(From left) Michael Steh, Kristian Eligh and Damon Campbell join
Dustin Pinder to make up the new Culinary team at Browns Restaurant Group.

Browns Restaurant Group Appoints
Culinary Dream Team
Browns Restaurant Group(BRG) has announced three new
additions to its culinary department. The all-star trio consists of
three Canadian restaurant industry veterans including Damon
Campbell, Kristian Eligh and Michael Steh.
Scott Morison, CEO and founder of BRG, brings the three together
in order to grow the group’s existing brands and to play a big part
in creating new ones. “We’re really excited to have them on board
and get started,” expressed Morison; [they’re] a talented trio and I
have so many ideas to work with them on for our current concepts
and the ones to come.”
The team of three will join Dustin Pinder, BRG’s executive sous
chef, who has progressed through a variety of culinary roles over
the several years he’s been with the company.

Radisson Hotel Saskatoon’s Executive
Chef Scott Torgerson Wins Gold at Gold
Medal Plates Saskatoon
Competing against seven of the city’s culinary
best, Radisson Hotel Saskatoon’s Executive
Chef Scott Torgerson claimed first place at
Gold Medal Plates Culinary Competition in
Saskatoon. Torgerson’s win came less than
24 hours after returning home victorious
from the Culinary Olympics in Germany,
the largest and most prestigious culinary
competition in the world.
“It is an honour to win a Gold Medal at
home in Saskatoon,” says Chef Torgerson.
“I share this award with my incredible team
at the Radisson Hotel Saskatoon and Aroma
Resto Bar. It is because of their continuous
hard work, dedication and support that
allows us the ability to prepare and compete
against some of the world’s best chefs.”
The gold medal win secures Chef
Torgerson a coveted spot at the Canadian
Culinary Championships, The Gold Medal
Plates Finale, in Kelowna, BC, February
3-4, 2017. The win is one of many recent
accolades for Chef Torgerson. As a member of the 2016 Culinary
Team Canada Olympic team, Chef Torgerson helped win three gold
and two silver medals in Erfurt, Germany, before arriving home
to defend his 2015 second place finish at last year’s Gold Medal
Plates Saskatoon.

wrn
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

THE news
Restaurants for Change Raises More Than $250,000
for Healthy Food Programs
On October 19, thousands of diners came
together in 68 restaurants and 16 cities across the
country for Restaurants for Change, a national
event that raises funds
for local Community
Food Centres and Community Food Centres
Canada (CFCC). The event raised more than $250,000 in its
third year, exceeding the goal set out by organizers. Funds
raised through the event will support empowering programs
that bring people in low-income communities together to grow,
cook, share, and advocate for healthy food for all.
“This year’s participating chefs and restaurants are part of an
amazing community who care about where food comes from and
about who has access to it,” said Nick Saul, president and CEO of
Community Food Centres Canada. “We’re very thankful for their
Participating Chef
Ben Kramer from
support, and excited to engage more Canadians from coast to
Winnipeg’s Kitchen Sync.
coast in the movement towards a healthy and fair food system.”

SHOW UPDATE

Chef Jesse Friesen Takes
Home the Gold at Gold
Medal Plates Winnipeg!
Chef Jesse Friesen from Pizzeria Gusto
proved his culinary prowesstaking home
the gold award at Gold Medal Plates Winnipeg. Chef Friesen went head-to-head
with seven of Winnipeg’s finest culinary
masters at the prestigious culinary competition and will go on to compete at the
Canadian Culinary Championships, the
Gold Medal Plates Finale, in Kelowna on
February 3rd and 4th, 2017.
Chef Friesen wowed the judges with a
Yellowfin tuna tartare avocado crema with
Serrano hot sauce, pickled mango and crispy
turkey skin paired with Thirty Bench Riesling.
Chef Melissa Makarenko of Resto Gare,
rose to the occasion as well, taking the silver medal. Chef Makarenko’s dish was

Host 2017
The 40th edition kicks off
with 1,300 companies
already confirmed.

B.C. Restaurateurs Struggling with Arbitrary
Hikes to Minimum Wage
The B.C. government has gone back on its 2015 commitment to link future minimum
wage increases to the Consumer Price Index — the recent 3.8 per cent hike is more than
twice the rate of inflation. “We asked the government to leave the politics aside and tie
increases to objective economic indicators for a more predictable business environment,”
said Mark von Schellwitz, Restaurants Canada’s vice-president, Western Canada. “Restaurateurs support their entry-level staff’s wages keeping up with the cost of living, but are
tired of minimum wage being thrown around like a political football. The result is arbitrary
increases that are not backed up by any objective economic rationale.”
The province’s general minimum wage and liquor server wage increased by 40 cents
from $10.45 to $10.85, and $9.20 to $9.60, respectively. Next September, the minimum
wage will climb another 40 cents from $10.85 to $11.25. The liquor server wage, which
recognizes the significant income servers earn from tips, will also rise by the same
amount, from $9.60 to $10, in 2017.
While the 2016 minimum wage increase is higher than expected, there is minimum wage
certainty for 2017. The minimum wage announcement earlier this year also included $2.88
million in targeted new job training supports and a one per cent reduction in the small
business tax rate from 2.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent for 2017, which will offer some relief to
restaurant businesses.

Famoso Neapolitan Pizzeria Announces
Major Saskatchewan Expansion
Famoso Neapolitan Pizzeria has announced major expansion
plans in Saskatchewan with the opening of three new locations,
joining the company’s existing restaurant located in Hill Centre
Tower, downtown Regina. The restaurant’s 29th franchised location will open in late fall 2016 on Rochdale Blvd, near Superstore
and their 30th location is set to open in Eastgate in early 2017.
The 31st location will open shortly
thereafter in Lloydminster.
“Since we opened up our first and currently only - location at Hill
Centre in Regina in 2015, we’ve
received nothing but love from the city.” says Justin Lussier, cofounder and chief executive officer of Famoso Neapolitan Pizzeria. “The community in Regina is great, and so are the restaurant
partners we’re working with on these expansion plans. We have the utmost confidence
that the management teams we have in place at all three new locations will not only help
these restaurants succeed, but also flourish and thrive.”
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THE U.S., GERMANY AND
NEW MARKETS ARE SEEING
DOUBLE-DIGIT GROWTH.
Chef Melissa Makarenko (silver), Chef Jesse
Friesen (gold), Chef Barry Saunders (bronze)

called “Manitoba Pork in the Fall” and
featured Manitoba honey mushrooms and an
autumn squashy trio of Manitoba pork. She
paired it with Closson Chase Chardonnay.
Taking the bronze medal was Chef Barry
Saunders of Inn at The Forks/Era Bistro &
Catering. His dish featured lamb belly, fig
and rosemary glace, celeriac, capsicum
and pickled mustard. It was paired with
Mission Hill Family Estate Reserve Shiraz.
The other chefs competing in
Winnipeg were from:
• Chef Eraj Jayawickreme
- The Velvet Glove at The Fairmont Winnipeg
• Chef Randall Khounnoraj - Khao House
• Chef Kyle Lew – Chew
• Chef Fabrizio Rossi – Nicolinos
• Chef Chris Taing
- Fusian Experience/Fusian Sushi
Judging the 2016 competition in Winnipeg
were James Chatto (National Judge), Barbara
O’Hara (Senior Judge) Jeff Gill, Arvel Gray, Mike
Green, Christine Hanlon and Chef Norm Pastorin
(2015 Gold Medal Plates Winnipeg Winner). Each
dish was judged out of 100 points, based on visual presentation (20 per cent), texture (10 per
cent), technical achievement (10 per cent), taste
(40 per cent), wine compatibility (10 per cent),
and wow factor (10 per cent).
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xactly eleven months from the ribbon
cutting, HostMilano wants to celebrate its 40th edition with the official
kick-off toward Host 2017, to take place at
fieramilano from Friday, October 20 to
Tuesday, October 24, 2017.
This important milestone highlights how
much of a key role the show has on the
equipment, coffee and food landscape, and
its importance is backed up by the numbers: 1,286 companies have already confirmed, 42 per cent of these come from
abroad, from 47 countries.
But Host 2017 is not resting on its laurels.
For the official launch, it has announced
many initiatives meant to further increase
the number of exhibitors as well as buyers,
visitors and journalists.
To bring more high-level visitors from
North America, HostMilano has also entered
agreements with important industry associations. From the U.S., these include FEDA Foodservice Equipment Distributors Association – with 255 distributors that generate 75
per cent of sales for Ho.Re.Ca machines and
equipment — and NEWH — The Hospitality
Industry Network, which includes 5,600
members, such as interior designers, architectural firms and contract manufacturers.
From Canada, agreements have been made

E

with Restaurants Canada, the most important association in this industry with more
than 30,000 members, OCSA - Ontario Convenience Stores Association, which represents more than 7,500 convenience stores,
making for a particularly dynamic channel
and WCSA - Western Canada’s Convenience
Store Industry, two associations that together include about 13,000 convenience stores.
Host 2017 will feature an innovative training
program called ObiettivoApprendistato (Objective Apprenticeship). With this programme,
HostMilano, along with APCI — the Professional Association for Italian Chefs — aims to help
aspiring chefs and masters of tomorrow —
young people who are attending hospitality
schools – to enter into the work world with
greater qualifications, via a professional path
that involves 100 schools and at least 1,000
final-year students. The most talented young
people will be chosen for apprenticeships in
the most prestigious kitchens.
Serving up an event that includes competitions, courses and cooking demonstrations, professional visitors — in 2015, there
were 150,968 from 172 countries — won’t
just find business opportunities at the
show. There are also many training sessions
and high-profile events.
Some of these standout events include

the finals of the Cake Designers World Championship and the World Trophy of Pastry, Ice
Cream and Chocolate in collaboration with
FIPGC - International Pastry, Chocolate and
Gelato Federation. In terms of professional
foodservice, CHIC -Charming Italian Chef will
focus on sustainability in all phases of the
supply chain in the restaurant world. Identità
Future is returning in collaboration with
IdentitàGolose. Finally, the European Pizza
Championship organized by Pizza e PastaItaliana magazine will be held.
In 2017, the two competitions organized in
collaboration with POLI.design — a consortium at Milan’s Polytechnic University — will
return. There’s SmartLabel, the label given
to products that stand out for their use of
innovation in professional hospitality. Then
there’s the HOSThinking design award,
whichis now in its third edition. With the title
10 Designers for 100 Products, young designers will be called upon to develop their projects “live” during the days of the show. The
10 products judged as being the most innovative will be manufactured.
With its complete range of offerings,
Host 2017 has established itself as the
event par excellence for all of the key players — from Italy and abroad — in a continuously growing industry.

Updated information on the show is available here: www.host.fieramilano.it, @HostMilano, #Host2017.
Fiera Milano Press Office — Rosy Mazzanti – Simone Zavettieri Tel. +39 02.4997.7457 e-mail press.host@fieramilano.it
Flaviana Facchini Relazioni Pubbliche Mob. +39 3396401271 e-mail flavianafacchini@gmail.com
wrn
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Left to right:Alfredo Murray, Head Chef (daytime); Al Ramirez, Head Chef
(evening); Jill Zarney, manager, Sue Siwicki, senior manager, Tony Siwicki,
owner, JC Siwicki, owner Jimmy Siwicki, owner, Maureen Siwicki

Family is key for Silver Heights
Restaurant and Lounge

Where Everybody
Knows Your Name
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Winnipeg’s iconic neighbourhood bar and restaurant, Silver Heights
Restaurant and Lounge, is turning sixty years old!
Known for its mouthwatering ribs and friendly down home atmosphere, the establishment has been a destination for Winnipeg
diners ever since the Siwicki family-now in its third generation running the restaurant- took the helm.
What accounts for this longevity? Consistently good food, staying current with new trends and plain old good business acuemen.
Today, the restaurant is run by Tony and J.C. Siwicki, brothers who have put their own unique stamp on the business. When they
took over the reigns in 1999, the restaurant was posting revenues of less than 1 million a year to 2 million in first 5 years and now to
3.5 million. This past year saw 312,000 guests pass through the doors.

wrn
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Silver Heights History

many of the items on
the original menu.
“We still have a couple of items in our menu
that you could find on
the first menu in the 50s.
We tried with new chefs
to change the ‘Old
School’ dishes, but we
get heck from the customers who were here
when that original menu came out, so back
to the original recipes,” says J.C. Siwicki.
The restaurant went through a major
re-modelling in 1997, followed by the

It all started in 1957 when four partners (Tony, Stan, Toby & Nick) with minimal restaurant experience ended up with a coffee shop and invested $28,000
into turning the building to the west of it into a dining room and lounge.
The following year two of
the partners (Nick & Toby)
were bought out with their
initial investments as there
wasn’t enough business to
support four families. Over
the next five years Tony and
Stan remained business partners and turned it into a 90seat formal dining room
called the Silver Room. The
west portion became a 45-

“We have been in
the same building
with the same name
and same family…
we are like a home to
many of our customers”.
seat lounge named
the Flight Deck. In
1963 Stan was
bought out for $60,000. Since then it
has turned into an $2.5 million-dollar
business annually operated by the
Siwicki family, Tony’s descendants.
Tony’s eldest son Jim became involved at
a young age and he and his wife Maureen modernized the operation until their sons
Tony and J.C. joined the business full time.
“Every Siwicki had to start in the “Dish Pit” so that they could understand the
business from the bottom up. After the dish pit you moved on to prep, small order
and main cook. Don’t forget you also had to be a bus boy, host and then bartender
as well,” shares J.C Siwicki, co-owner.
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When asked ‘Why do you think people
come here’, Tony Siwicki says it comes
down to a few key reasons: “Its familiarity.
I hear people say ‘my dad and mom met
here’ or ‘my grandpa drank here’. This
longevity counts for a lot. We have been
in the same building with the same name
and same family…we are like a home to
many of our customers”.
The Siwicki brothers love what they do
and lead by example. Restaurant staff
“come to work every day excited and
ready and it makes us feel the same way.
They look good, they feel good and they
work hard. And with all this positive

wrn

addition of a patio in the back in 2000. In
2007 the bar was redone to quadruple its
size with two bar wells, six coolers, a new
draft system and a new POS system,
along with new carpet, chairs, tables, mirrors etc. In 2016 they executed a professional, modern, upscale patio in the front.
Just one month after opening it the
restaurant had a record summer in sales.
Tony and J.C. have been responsible for
bringing the restaurant into the digital era
with the development of a strong social
media presence and the introduction of
innovative customer programs and pro-

atmosphere, the customers reap the
rewards,” says Tony.
While bringing the restaurant to new
heights, the brothers are quick to acknowledge the incredible contributions of the
generations that came before. Indeed, still
housed in the same location, the restaurant
has seen impressive growth over all of the
past six decades.
“Every five years we do a major
upgrade to the business – whether it’s visible to customers or behind the scenes to
make for a better work environment. It
stays modern, clean, consistent, ready and
competitive,” says Tony.
The dining room has been remodelled
three times since inception, from new
walls, carpet and pictures to new tables,
plates and menus. However, they also
keep the classic warmth, friendliness and

wrn
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motions. A good example is their loyalty
program started in 2010 which allows customers to bank 10 per cent of what they
spend. Already they have 2,600 loyalty
members with $98,000 accumulated. Since
inception, 2,488,830 points have been accumulated and so far 236,342 redeemed.
The program allows them to reach out
to customers with a click of a button
regarding events, specials and promotions.
“My father always said ‘You can advertise on the radio or newspaper to some
that might want to hear about us — or you
can advertise to our customers that

14

already told you they want to hear it’. It
made sense in my mind,” states Tony.
Silver Heights has had many key personalities throughout the years.
Tony Sr. and Anne were heavily
involved in the community and its
growth. Both were in the restaurant right
up until their passing — Anne in 1987 and
Tony in 1997.
Jim and Maureen, Tony’s and J.C.’s
parents, are still heavily involved in the
business with Jim rolling in every day at 7
a.m. His pride is still the kitchen and he
always wants to know who’s
in there, who’s doing well
and who need more training.
Maureen, who was a friend
and mother to all the staff, has
learned to take a step back but
still makes positive suggestions and is a big reason for
the restaurant’s success.
Tony Jr. has followed in his
Grandad and Dad’s footsteps
and is always planning something. He treats the business
as his own baby. He is the
answer man for all to turn to whenever
there is an issue. He enjoys telling stories
to customers as well as jokes.
J.C. is known for his precise detail. He is a
thinker and a doer and finds the right people
for every task, always keeping up morale.
Susan Siwicki (Tony’s wife) is the
senior manager and guides and trains all
servers on the floor in both the dining
room and lounge. She developed an easy
to follow manual for all new employees.
Jill Zarney is the manager and has also
played a very active role with developing
a social media presence.
Silver Heights still has many fan
favourites from the 50s including liver
with bacon and onions, veal and their

ŽŶŐƌĂƚƵůĂƟŽŶƐŽŶƚŚŝƐĂŵĂǌŝŶŐŵŝůĞƐƚŽŶĞ͊
tŝƐŚŝŶŐǇŽƵŵĂŶǇŵŽƌĞǇĞĂƌƐŽĨƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ͊
-From “the cru” at Kenaston Wine Market

,<h^KhdKE>/E
www.kenastonwine.com
204-488-WINE [9463]
@kenastonwinemarket

specialty that put them on the map
— their famous barbecued baby back ribs.
“We are a rib house with a variety of rib
flavours. We are also popular for our
Certified Angus Beef prime rib and steaks.
We also have lobster, pickerel, shrimp,
scallops, escargot on the menu. We have
all your favourite sandwiches including
our famous beefer, angus burger, H.D.
grilled cheese, the Duke of Yorky. The
lounge also includes layered nachos and a
huge wing menu,” shares J.C.
“Every dish is homemade in house and
our servers know when they go to the
table that our cooks’ heart and soul has
gone into each dish, which makes it easier
for the server to serve with a smile. It also
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allows us to cater to all dietary needs and allergies,” explains Tony.
The restaurant buys locally grown food wherever possible and
works with local suppliers to stay up to date. “Leigh Young from
the Toledo Food services have been a part of this place since they
started up in 1988. They keep us up to date with all the latest
ingredients, keep us in line with pricing. And they have experienced chefs that guide our menus. Randy Young is our rep but
most importantly he is a friend!
Andrew McLean from GFS is another key player in our
business with fresh produce, keeping us in season and watching
our pricing and menu planning. Mike Denehy of Independent
Fish has been a fixture in our menu planning for as long as
I remember supplying our lobster, salmon, haddock and an
endless supply of dry goods. John Russel Honey company is
another —Russel was our cook while he started up his extremely
successful Manitoba-grown honey,” says Tony.
Silver Heights is an institution in the community. It has been
here longer than most neighbours and provides a sense of
stability. They give to all local charities, including the Cheerboard, Cancer foundation, Wish Foundation, Dreams take flight,
Humane Society as well as socials and other fundraisers.
The community can count on them for support as they know
they wouldn’t be here without the community.
“My grandfather Tony always told us to keep giving back to
the community because they have given us so much. So, we
keep this tradition alive by supporting all the local sports teams,
charities, donate to organizations and provide free food to
Operation Red Nose organizers/drivers,” J.C. says.
The Siwickis know that being around for 60 years is no small
feat. There are more restaurants per capita in Manitoba than
anywhere else in Canada, which equals competition. They have
survived the biggest chains popping up near them and other bars.
A lot of factors need to be in their favour to keep things going
and they don’t take this lightly.
“You can’t offer one type of food to get customers and then
change to a cheaper product later on. This is one of the main
reasons the bars around us shut their doors after a couple of
years,” remarks J.C. “Keeping it a family restaurant is key to us.
There is so much technology out there that a lot of bars are drifting
wrn
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towards, which makes everything so
quick but take the human interaction out
of the mixture. We tell our bartenders to
interact with every customer who sits ‘at
the wood’, and we hire people that can do
that. Anybody can open a beer, but it
takes a hell of a lot more skill to start a
conversation with a stranger, and remember that customer the next time they walk
into the bar. That is one of the Heights
best qualities. Once you sit down your
drink is there waiting, and usually ready
once we see you walk through the door.”

PROVINCIAL FOCUS
WORDS: Carly Peters

It is comforting
and inviting to all
— a neighbourhood
‘Cheers’ bar where
everyone knows
your name.
Silver Heights is planning a
celebration for June 3rd which
will include beer gardens and
live entertainment from all the decades.
They will even have prices from 60 years
ago on their menus.
“We hope to see all of our past employees
that made this place succeed over the
years. We hope to hear from all the friends
that have met and married their spouse
after nights at the Heights,” says Tony.
Looking to the future, Tony and J.C.
have set their sights on remaining a
relevant fixture in their community. A
new menu is coming out in 2017, which
introduces new items they have been
experimenting with and have the nod
from their clientele. There will also be
more renovations in the future.

Silver Heights Restaurant is and always
will be a local family restaurant. As the people of the community grow and change so
does the restaurant. It is comforting and
inviting to all — a neighbourhood ‘Cheers’
bar where everyone knows your name.
“With a bar being called the ‘Cheers’ of
St. James you will know why when you
walk in the door. Everyone knows everyone
here. It’s one big family,” J.C. concludes.

WRN

Congratulations
to Silver Heights Restaurant on your 60th Anniversary!
All the best from your friends at Fireball Cinnamon Whisky
Represented by Charton-Hobbs (204-942-9463)
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Staying the Course
hen you’re up, you’re up - even
when the growth is small.
Manitoba’s restaurant and
foodservice industry has seen strong
progress over the past several years,
ranking above the Canadian average for
sales and staying in the top five
provinces in terms of growth. In 2016,
Manitoba continued to climb, only at a
slower pace. With that said, the province
has poised itself as a favourable place to
do business for both locally owned and
chain franchises, ensuring 2017 means
more modest movement up.
As of August 2016, Stats Canada shows
a seven per cent increase in the overall
category’s sales - QSR saw an increase
of 12.4 per cent, caterer sales jumped by
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Manitoba’s restaurant and foodservice industry
is seeing modest growth, and that’s okay.
11.7 per cent, while full service restaurants
saw a weaker increase of 0.2 per cent.
Restaurants Canada is projecting 6.0 per
cent sales growth in Manitoba for 2016
and slowing to 3.7 per cent in 2017.
“This follows several years of very
strong growth in Manitoba,” explains
Jill Holroyd, senior vice-president, communications and research at Restaurants
Canada. “Typically foodservice sales will
moderate after a strong run, but even so
we’re forecasting that the commercial
foodservice pie in Manitoba will grow by
another $71.8 milllion in 2017 to over

$2 billion. In percentage terms, the
3.7 per cent sales growth forecast for
Manitoba is just behind our 4.0 per cent
for Canada as a whole.”
Unlike Alberta, where everything from
hotels to restaurants can depend on one
industry, Manitoba tends to have a fairly
stable economy — no big booms, but no
big busts either. Holroyd believes this is
the thrust behind the continued interest in
restaurants wanting to establish business
in the province. One example is the anticipated opening of Jollibee, a chain dubbed
the “McDonald’s of the Philippines.”
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“In addition to a relatively stable economy, the restaurant scene in Winnipeg
has really gained a solid reputation for
innovation and quality as seen through
everything from pop-up restaurants to
combined butcher shop/restaurant, and
of course a strong commitment to local
foods and flavours.”
All of those factors add up to an attractive market for new chain entrants like
Jollibee, as well as independent operators.
Many of Manitoba’s newest restaurants
touch on some of the country’s biggest
culinary trends - from PEG Beer Co., the
province’s first brewpub to Scott
Bagshaw’s Asian-influenced bistro Máquè,
which was recently nominated under the
people’s choice category of enRoute mag-

Winnipeg has really gained a solid reputation for innovation and quality
as seen through everything from pop-up restaurants to combined butcher shop/
restaurant, and of course a strong commitment to local foods and flavours.”
azine’s best new restaurants list.
“You can easily find some of
the hottest culinary trends in
Winnipeg today,” states Holroyd, pointing to Restaurants
Canada’s 2016 Canadian Chef
Survey which ranks craft beer,
local flavours, charcuterie and
ethnic sauces as what’s hot.
Bringing the new and old
together is part of the Manitoba Restaurant and Foodser-

Jill Holroyd, senior
vice-president,
communications
and research,
Restaurants Canada

vices Association (MRFA)
initiatives in 2017. The organization has been representing
Manitoba’s restaurants at a
local level for over 70 years,
Their goal is to introduce
professional education and
workshop events, as well as
networking opportunities to
promote industry connections.
“We want the new restaurants to be able to connect

Is your commercial
kitchen in need of an
energy makeover?
Get a FREE low-flow spray valve
and save with rebates for energy
efficient kitchen appliances.
Find out more:
hydro.mb.ca/psfb
powersmartforbusiness@hydro.mb.ca
204-360-3676 (Winnipeg) or
1-888-624-9376 (toll-free)
*Manitoba Hydro is a licensee of the Trademark and Official Mark.
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The Liquor and Gaming Authority of
Manitoba’s updated Smart Choices
program will commence in January, 2017.

with the established restaurants; have
suppliers meet with restaurant members.
We’re looking to provide great networking opportunities to our membership,”
explains Coralee A. Dolyniuk, executive
director for the MRFA, adding the
MRFA will continue to lobby government bodies on their membership’s
behalf and will continue to sit on
numerous boards to ensure the voice of
the Manitoba foodservice industry is
being represented.
The MRFA, as well
as Restaurants Canada, will be helping
members who have
any questions about
the Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba’s (LGA) new
Smart Choices program which becomes Coralee A. Dolyniuk,
executive director, MRFA
effective January 2,
2017. The new responsible service training
program will replace Serving It Safe and the
Problem Gambling Assistance Program.
Managers, staff, and security who have
already successfully completed Serving It
Safe or It’s Good Business will have a
five-year grace period before they have to
take Smart Choices. Smart Choices will
be offered at www.SmartChoicesMB.ca
through the Manitoba Tourism Education Council.
The updated program focuses on current
laws, safety requirements, and responsible
strategies when serving or selling liquor,
wrn

DESIGN & FURNITURE
B.L.T. Construction Services knows that everything
about the operation is identified in the design.

WORDS: Ronda Payne

Credit: – The Design Agency

As of August 2016, Stats Canada shows…
• A seven per cent increase in the overall category’s sales
• QSR saw an increase of 12.4 per cent,
• Caterer sales jumped by 11.7 per cent,
• Full service restaurants saw a weaker increase of 0.2 per cent.

Restaurants Canada is projecting 6.0 per cent sales growth
in Manitoba for 2016 and slowing to 3.7 per cent in 2017.
explains Kristianne Dechant, manager, Communications and
Research for LGA. She adds the program will also feature elements
such as preventing drink-spiking and sexual assault, being aware of
customers with gambling problems and knowing Canada’s low-risk
drinking guidelines. Manitoba is one of the first provinces in Canada
to incorporate these elements into responsible service training.
“The main focus is duty of care. You are
responsible and can be held liable,” she
states, adding Smart Choices will not only
be a requirement for servers but also applies
to all liquor retailers, including managers,
security, staff and delivery drivers at beer
vendors, Liquor Marts, liquor vendors,
Kristianne Dechant,
specialty wine stores, and duty-free stores.
manager, communications
Representatives of Manitoba’s restaurant and research, LGA
industry are also being invited to sit down
with the province’s new PC government to discuss how to
not only grow small business but help promote those uniquely
Manitoba food destinations and products.
“We’ve had some encouraging discussions with the new provincial
government, and we’re also working at the federal level to lower
credit fees, reduce interprovincial trade barriers on beverage
alcohol, and promote opportunities for youth in our industry,”
states Holroyd. “Our industry has a great story to tell and a strong
contribution to make to communities across the country.”
With Winnipeg hosting the 2017 Canada Summer Games
there will be plenty of opportunities to show people from all over
the country, and the world, what makes Manitoba worthy of
continued growth.

WRN
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The Elements of
Atmosphere
alk into any restaulish functionality as well as
rant, pub, or quick
atmosphere.
service location and
Furniture and design go
you’ll immediately have a feel
hand-in-hand as Marv Quehe,
for what that eatery is about.
vice-presidient U.S. sales of
It’s no accident. Design and
Adria International explains.
furniture are more than func“This is where many designers
tional elements. They also concome for ideas,” he says of the
tribute to an establishment’s Paul Waddell, director
Adria showroom. “They want
brand and ultimate success.
to
see what’s new, the latest
of Design Build at B.L.T.
Tables, seating and other Construction Services
trends, what’s working, what’s
furniture are key and those in the industry
working in Italy, what’s working globally.”
are quick to point out that restaurant furThis involvement of designers and a
nishings must be considered at the start of
restaurateur’s willingness to engage that
a new-build or redesign in order to estabexpertise is essential to getting it right
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Creating the right look,
feel and flow with
furniture and design
develops and
supports a brand.

because as Paul Waddell, director of Design
Build at B.L.T. Construction Services outlines, the industry is far from forgiving.
“It’s so important to understand what
the concept is,” he says. “Everything
about the operation is identified in the
design. Restaurants aren’t for the faint of
heart either. It’s not an easy industry.”
Restaurateurs often know what they
like when they see it, but they are food
21

Bum Contract Furniture notes that
restaurants need to think about liability
and durability when it comes to chairs
and furniture.

and beverage experts, not design experts.
To have the restaurant skills and design
skills is rare, Waddell says. He suggests
putting the team of experts together first.
“The place to start is to develop the consulting team,” he says. “We may do an initial consultation to get inside their head.”
Carlos Brito of BCS Brito Contract
Sales supports the need to create the
team, including a designer, at the start.
“I know a lot of restaurateurs that don’t
even go to another restaurant. They just

work,” he notes, then adds how he likes
to start with clients. “Usually I go in [the
location] to figure out the configuration
of the walkways, service staff, the areas
that you need a bit more space.”
Ernie Tsu, the owner/operator of
newly opened Trolley 5 in Calgary, was
aware of how important design was going
in to the project.
“It sets the atmosphere up for a guest
that’s walking in,” he says. “We went with
that basic mindset that the furniture had to
speak comfortable, approachable and warm.”
The other aspect of design that was
essential for Tsu was working with the
specifics of a brew-pub.
“We wanted to make sure when we
met with the architect that the message
was that we’re a brew-pub,” he notes.
“There’s a couple of cutouts in the main
floor where the tanks come up into the
main floor.”
Tsu has the benefit of a combined 60
years in the industry with his partner so
knowing the restaurant would be an
upper-end casual brew-pub with comfortable furniture gave their team a start
point. Some restaurateurs don’t have that
behind them.

“Sometimes it’s budget driven — for
sure — and sometimes it’s more they are
really looking to launch a high-level
brand and they are looking for the right
design team and we’ll help them with
that,” says Waddell. “Our job, more often
than not, is to act as an orchestrator to
bring all these people together.”
Functional teams are aware that “butts
in seats” is what restaurants need to survive, so many designers and partners, like
Brito, look at optimizing seating early on.
“You want to capitalize on maximizing
your seating,” he says. “Keep it versatile.”

Adria International notes that furniture
and design go hand in hand.

Trolley 5 in Calgary knows how important
design is to a restaurant.

Creating a cozy fireplace and sofa area
may look good, but it’s likely to come at a
cost of functional seating. Brito recommends a combination of booths and tables
so that multiple configurations can be created on the fly to accommodate parties.
With a loose layout in mind, what seating
to order depends upon how long the client
visit is expected to be, regardless of whether
it’s an indoor or outdoor experience.
“If it’s a fine dining experience you want
that client in that chair for three hours,”
Quehe says. “Pick out the proper pitch [for
22
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the seat], proper density of foam.”
Patios need to work seamlessly with
the interior. Experts like Steve Demaine,
owner of Bum contract furniture, provide
similar advice to that for indoor spaces.
Know the seat count, maximize it, be realistic with budget and don’t do anything to
compromise the overall design.
“We have commercially-rated chairs
that hold over 300 lbs. each,” Demaine
says cautioning. “Many restaurants get
sucked into the price of cheap outdoor
chairs sold at mass retailers. They need to
think about liability and durability. A
chair for $10 is not the right solution for a
foodservice patio.”
He also advises that restaurateurs who
have purchased the right furniture for
their patios shouldn’t be lured into using
cheap beer-logoed umbrellas. They too
represent a liability.
The number one mistake Demaine sees
restaurants make is not having a to-scale
patio plan and guessing at the furniture fit
and walking areas. This may make it
impossible to maximize seating.
When seating is done right, customers
notice. Tsu says there has been positive

feedback on the chairs chosen for Trolley 5.
“Restaurants seem like these simple
projects, but they are very sophisticated
in the approach that designers take,”
notes Waddell.
Working with the right team can
create the best possible atmosphere for a
restaurant. The teams with experience will
walk restaurateurs through illustrating
how the desired brand can be emulated
with the right elements that will contribute to success.

WRN

BCS Brito Contract Sales looks at
optimizing seating early on.
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BRUNCH
WORDS: Deb Smith

Real frittatas,
really fast.

A TALE OF
BREAKFAST MEETS LUNCH

TWO MEALS
runch is one of the fastest growing trends
in the restaurants today! It s so successful
that many restaurants are extending their
brunch menus to all weekend, sometimes even
into weekdays.
At Moxie’s Grill & Bar on Southport Road in
Calgary, Service Manager, Brittany Myles says
“This year our brunch has been definitely picking
up. We went from about five per cent to 20 per
cent of our sales coming from brunch.”
Brunch has become more than simply a meal.
It’s family and friends time, kick back and relax
time, and restaurants can offer the venue and the
menu to make it all happen.

B

Burnbrae Farms frittatas are fully cooked and always made
with fresh, wholesome ingredients. They’re deliciously good
and ridiculously easy – just heat and serve!
AVAILABLE IN THREE FLAVOURS:
Ham and Cheese, Bacon and Cheese, and Vegetarian.

burnbraefarms.com
Get in touch, contact Peter Mills · 403-279-1779
wrn

But as always caution must be exercised to ensure
the right balance between offering the type of extensive menus brunches typically call for and management of what can potentially be costs run wild.

Know Your Customer
Restaurants Canada advises to think about what
customers are looking for; why do they choose to
eat out? It is key to understand your core customer
before developing a brunch menu.
In Brandon, the heart of Manitoba’s rural agricultural region, diners heading to Komfort
Kitchen’s brunch have very definite expectations.
“We serve the staples every week –french toast,
25

Product Sidebar
Let’s Twist!
McCain’s new
potato cut, Twisted
Potatoes – a new
take on an old
favourite. The
unique twist
shape delivers
more portions/pound.
It’s adaptable and flexible
but still the same delicious potato
flavour. Create a unique breakfast
potato blend for a signature skillet
dish that won’t disappoint.

Hollandaise Takes
the Heat
Vanderpol’s Eggs
has done it! Heat
‘n’ Serve Liquid
Hollandaise
Sauce that holds
at high temperatures. Smooth
gourmet taste, No
waste – just refrigerate
and serve next day. Save on costly
prep time. Available in 1 kg poly bags
with a six-month shelf life. Eggs
Bennie…here we come!

Cappuccino in a Box
From Tropical Oasis
by Lassonde — the
Iced Cappuccino solution to brunch menu
doldrums. Available
early 2017 in 960 ml
sizes. Just add ice,
blend and serve.
Long shelf life — yes
— but you won’t need
it once customers get
a taste of this delicious smoothie mix.

pancakes, shredded hash browns — pretty
much stays the same,” says Manager,
Derek Woychyshyn. “Our pastry cook
does different pastries, and we change the
filling in the crepes, but we always have
our in-house baked mini cinnamon buns
and a fresh fruit parfait. That’s what our
customers come for, and we fill the
restaurant through the entire four hours
of brunch every Saturday and Sunday.”
In more urban centres, especially West
Coast, diners look for innovative brunch
offerings reflecting a restaurant’s unique
style and local cuisine. Nevertheless,
recipes are often built upon the solid
foundations of potatoes and eggs — breakfast mainstays that come in at lower cost
with room for creativity.

Creative Solutions
Kathryn Weidenbach, consumer information manager at McCain Foods, suggests, “Offer comfort classics presented in
a new way that makes them fresh and different. This allows for experimenting with
flavours and trends.”
“We have a wide range of products
suitable for brunch,” says Weidenbach.
“At McCain’s we focus on listening to
consumer and operator trends so we have
the variety they want and need. Brunch
menus can be inspired yet must also stick
to costs, maybe bringing unusual flavours
but in an accessible way.”
Vanderpol’s Eggs, partnered in Western
Canada with Egg Solutions, has been
delivering functional, innovative egg
solutions to the food service industry for
over 50 years.

The White Solution
Naturegg™ Simply
Egg Whites™ from
Burnbrae Farms
offer all-natural
fat-free protein. It’s
the perfect whole
egg alternative.
Pasteurization makes
Naturegg™ ideal for
smoothies and raw
egg applications.
Convenient cartons
can be frozen for
later use. Just thaw
and it’s fresh and ready to use as in
this Baked Spinach Gratin recipe by
Burnbrae Farms.
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Komfort Kitchen’s patrons have definite
expectations when it comes to their brunch.

“Eggs are very popular,” says Shane
Bassen, sales manager for Southern
Alberta. “We have products that can really help with brunch like our Boil in a Bag
solution for freshly scrambled eggs that
won’t change colour once they’re set out
in the chafing dish.”
Liquid eggs, shelled and pasteurized to

Elevate your menu with our
raised without antibiotic
proteins perfect for breakfast
sandwiches and platters
Create the best breakfast ever using products that are raised a more natural way,
without any antibiotics, hormones or anything artificial whatsoever.

 No Antibiotics Ever
 No Hormones Ever
 Made from Canadian Farm Raised Pork
 Animal Care Certified

At Moxie’s brunch has gone from five
per cent of sales to 20 per cent.

kill bacteria, come in convenient ready-togo cartons. Bassen explains, “This product
is efficient, saves labour costs, and uses 60
per cent less space than eggs in the shell.”
Burnbrae Farms, an important Canadian agribusiness, offers egg products for
specific application across the country.
Consumers are increasingly interested in
where and how foods are produced.
Answering this growing trend, Burnbrae
delivers eggs third-party certified from
free-range, organically fed chickens.
“At Moxie’s, we serve only cage-free
eggs,” says Myles. “We pay attention to
where our food comes from and that shows
up in the quality. Customers like that, and it
gives us an edge over the competition.”
Healthy drink choices at brunch can
stand out on the menu. With a reputation
for distinctive and innovative fruit juices
and drinks, Lassonde out of Quebec,
offers mixes and interesting tastes to
brighten up the brunch experience.
“People like something that is completely different,” says Caroline Bombardier, Lassonde marketing coordinator.
“Our line of cocktail and smoothie mixes
is very popular with restaurants because
they’re easy to use and customers like
that they are both healthy and tasty.”
Food manufacturers recognize that it’s
a challenge to keep up with changing
consumer tastes and provide exceptional
quality and service; however, brunch can
provide an opportunity to be more creative while bringing in new customers to
try something different.

Ham, sausage and bacon – contact us for your breakfast needs!

Better Meat for Better Living
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FISH & SEAFOOD

one are the days when the seafood portion of a
menu equaled fish n’ chips, a shrimp basket and a
salmon filet. Patrons are demanding variety as
well as quality and restaurateurs are responding in kind.
With the category shrinking six per cent over the
course of 2015 and another two per cent in 2016 it’s
important to understand the drivers to turn this decline
around, particularly as it relates to menu innovation with
new and exotic flavours that appeal to millennials.
“This rings true with seafood where we’ve increasingly
seen the pairing of spicy and bold flavours with a variety
of shellfish,” shares Diana Hanus, senior marketing manager, Clearwater Seafoods.
As diners look to order items that they typically wouldn’t prepare at home it provides a great opportunity for

G
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foodservice operators to move beyond traditional finfish
seafood dishes and highlight more shellfish times on their
menu like lobster and scallops.
“We’re starting to see specialty seafood items like lobster being used in fresh and exciting ways with the addition of new formats in the marketplace. We’re also seeing
new seafood applications including Poke – a popular
Hawaiian dish appearing on menus as a raw seafood
salad,” says Hanus.
Kurt Turner, account executive – foodservice, Export
Packers agrees stating that instead of a lot of breaded and
battered options we are seeing more interesting and
healthy options such as Ahi tuna in salads and tacos, and
more sustainable species being used.
WORDS: Nicole Sherwood
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Steamed to Perfection
New Steam Grilled Fully Cooked Salmon
Strips from High Liner are delicious hand-cut
salmon strips that are grilled and then steamed to
retain natural moisture and colour. They are fully
cooked with a delectable hint of hickory-smoked
flavour and reheat in as little as 60 seconds.

Frozen Variety
Clearwater Seafoods’
Nova Scotia Prime Lobste
is a ready-to-cook lobster
product in a frozen raw
meat format. Through
a specialized high pressure extraction process raw lobster
meat is released from its shell and
then frozen in a variety of formats –
giving chefs the versatility to prepare
this product in several applications,
without the inconvenience of cooking and
shelling live lobster.

A New Twist

Premium squid steaks are scored and sliced into
strips before being tumble dusted in a crispy
flour coating. This gives the calamari a tender
bite, unique curl, and offers a great plate appearance. Mrs. Friday’s® Twisted Calamari is
easy to prepare and has an impressive back of
house look. Try this new twist on a popular menu
item with your favorite sauce!

While traditional menus would have one or two seafood offerings, today
it is common for non-seafood focused restaurants to have calamari, shrimp,
white fish and salmon as protein options on base menus. High Liner Foods
notes that seafood consistently drives higher customer satisfaction score than
other proteins.
“Throw in other common popular species like scallops, crab, lobster, clams
and mussels and it’s easy to have a great variety of seafood on today’s
menus,” says Ted Kim, procurement and categories manager,
Oceanfood Sales.
Top Seafood
Clearwater Seafoods recommends experimenting with limitShrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.6%
Salmon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.4%
ed-time offers and seasonal menus
Tuna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.9%
as it is a great way for restauraSushi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.8%
teurs to trial new seafood dishes
Sashimi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.8%
like scallops, lobster or clams on
Prawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.7%
their menus to gauge interest
Scallop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.6%
Crab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.6%
from their customers.
Calamari . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.5%
“If your restaurant only has one
Lobster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.4%
or two seafood items you might
(Base: Q3 2016 - 112,675 menu items
lack the draw or uniqueness as
Source: MenuMonitor, Technomic
everyone has a fish sandwich.
Food with a story is key “notes
Mike Tigani, director of marketing, King & Prince Seafood.
Export Packers states that
it’s important to make sure
that seafood is showing up in
all sections of the menu. The
reason for this is that it is a lighter
option, and when consumers
choose a seafood course they
tend to include more courses
within the meal. Having the right High Liner Canada knows there is
mix of items can be a profit driver great growth opportunity for seafood
consumption in Canada.
for operators.
And, a greater variety of items is resonating with consumers, particularly
millennials, who are looking for delicious, high quality and creative dishes
that offer the health benefits of seafood.
“Bold flavour and alternative cooking methods are growing in popularity.
Millennials are driving this trend, as they are very savvy consumers open to
new tastes and dining experiences,” states Craig Murray, vice-president of
sales and marketing, High Liner Canada.
Choosing a knowledgeable supplier is also key to ensuring you have the
latest insights and trends to this complex category.

IT’S TIME TO CELEBRATE SEAFOOD
Impressing today’s consumer takes innovation. That’s why
we’ve evolved from being an expert on sourcing quality
seafood from around the globe, to becoming the partner
you can trust to deliver a world of possibilities for giving
customers the tastes they crave. We’re High Liner Culinary
and we’re here to make seafood the hottest thing on
your menu. highlinerculinary.com

Vibrant Variety
Anova® Yellowfin Tuna is
available in a variety of formats
including: loins, saku blocks,
crazy cuts, steaks, and new Poke
Cubes. Pre-cut Poke Cubes make
the Poke Salad trend an easy addition
to any kitchen. Vibrant colour, ready to serve,
Ocean Wise™ recommended – Choose the cut
that best suits your needs!
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SEAFOOD
MAKES
IT SIZZLE

SEAFOOD IS BETTER™
wrn
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Kim agrees. “For regional chains (like
Western Canada), the Ocean Wise program has a very high recognition with
consumers. For basic engagement choosing the right distributors and manufacturers is all you need. Labels are getting
more and more detailed with catch methods and catch areas appearing more and
more often.”
Tigani states that restaurants can
ensure that their seafood is sustainable by
the various third party programs such as
the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
or Best Aquaculture Practice (BAP). This

King & Prince Seafood knows that food
with a story is key.

“Our chefs will be focused on bringing
culinary solutions to our customers,” says
Murray. “to help them with the latest
trends in taste, the latest trends in species
and to help them meet the needs of the
changing consumer. We invest in the latest market, category and consumer
insights to help our customers deliver
against their customers’ needs.”
They are also increasingly interested in
the traceability and sustainability of the
seafood they consume — a trend that is
expected to grow.
Sustainability is starting to include
more elements than just fishing methods.
“We have more customers using the term
“responsibly sourced” and including traceability and labour ethics in their sourcing
standards. Purchasing items that are certified
by MSC/ASC/BAP or Ocean Wise recommended is a great way to ensure the product
is sustainably sourced,” says Turner.

ty to offer protein variety that today’s
diners are seeking, but also offer products
that are sourced from a sustainable
company,” says Hanus.
“In 2010 we made a commitment
publicly in the market that we would
source 100 per cent of our raw material
from sustainable sources,” shares Murray.
“Over the next three years the company
went from 27 per cent of its raw material
volume from sustainable sources to 99 per
cent. Their efforts were met with recognition from international environmental
bodies, including World Wildlife Fund.

SPRING MENU
WORDS: Robin Brunet

Spring is the
time for dazzling
menu offerings

S

Top Fish
is important as 66 per cent of consumers
want to know the fish they buy can be
traced back to a trusted source.
“Clearwater is proud to offer the widest
selection of Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC) certified species of any shellfish
harvester worldwide. This not only provides our foodservice customers the abili-

Salmon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.4%
Tuna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.9%
Cod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.2%
Halibut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.2%
Anchovy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.1%
Haddock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.1%
Eel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.1%
Snapper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.1%
Talapia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.1%
Catfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1%
(Base: Q3 2016 - 112,675 menu items
Source: MenuMonitor, Technomic

Seafood Servings

Courtesy of NPD

At Total Commercial Foodservice: seafood servings stayed flat on the year YE Sep’16;
year-over-year (2015-2016) servings declined at -2%
Seafood servings by segment: QSR and fine dining had the highest serving growth YE Sep’16
·
·
·
·

QSR (quick service restaurants): servings increased at +11% PCYA YE Sep’16
Midscale: servings stayed flat on the year YE Sep’16
Casual Dining: servings stayed flat on the year YE Sep’16
Fine Dining: servings increased at +6% PCYA YE Sep’16

Seafood Demographics: Baby Boomers (45-64) and Mature Traditionalist (65+) have the
highest serving share of seafood but its servings stayed flat on the year
·
·
·
·
·

<18 double digit decline (-16%PCYA)
Millennials (18-24) moderate growth on the year at +2% PCYA
Gen X (35-44) servings stayed flat on the year
Baby Boomers (45-64): servings stayed flat on the year
Mature Traditionalist (65+): experienced moderate servings growth at +3%PCYA

Top fastest growing seafood items:

Top fastest declining seafood items:

· Fish main dish – fried
· Calamari appetizer
· Shrimp main dish – broiled/grilled/baked

· Fish – non-salmon (broiled, grilled, baked)
· Fish – salmon main dish
· Shrimp main dish - fried
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pring is a season of renewal that celebrates the end of cold and anticipates
the warmer months ahead: in short, a
transition point that chefs have traditionally
taken advantage of with a mix of familiar and
experimental cuisine.
Unlike summer when the focus is mainly on
light fare, the transitional nature of spring
allows creative restaurateurs to develop menus
that contain both light ingredients and comfort food elements.
That is why many experts in looking
towards 2017 cite foods normally associated
with winter as emerging trends for the hot
months ahead. For example, the Food Fanatics
website mentions soup as one of 2017’s most
highly anticipated trend, driven mainly by
health-conscious consumers who regard
it as a nutritious replacement for the
moribund juicing craze.
Spring is also a time when cultural influences can be explored.
Chris Bisaro, executive chef of the
Brix & Mortar dining house in Vancouver, says, “Canada is a huge melting pot of ethnicity, and this should
inspire us to mix the best of the different food cultures.”
Bisaro, who last spring paired his
own home-made kimchi with pork
chops to great popular acclaim as
well as created dishes such as a lamb
and bacon salad and peppered albacore tuna tataki, hopes his colleagues
across the country will make the fusion of
cultures a 2017 trend. “It’s a lot of fun for chefs
as well as customers,” he says.
The Food Institute in an October blog
took note of yet another trend that may
affect spring dining in 2017. “Consumers are becoming increasingly aware
of the impact of food waste on the envi-

That said, the job is not just finished when
you get to 99 per cent of our pounds. It’s
ongoing. While we’re certainly not the
police of sustainable fishing we have a
large stake in protecting the biomass of
the oceans.”
Murray sees a great growth opportunity for seafood consumption in Canada,
especially if looked at in the context of
seafood consumption around the world
where it is a dominant protein. “As these
menu trends develop in Canada, seafood
will be a growing part of it,” says Murray.
“There’s a perception around seafood
being expensive and the innovation with
seafood isn’t where it needs to be. We
need to get seafood back on the plate”.
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GOODBYE ICE

HELLO HEAT
Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Certified Angus Beef notes that the versatility of beef is most evident in the spring.

ronment and society,” it wrote. “Restaurants and food companies will begin to
create more food options that use whole
fruits and vegetables, decreasing the
amount of waste they produce.”

And while much has been written about
the warm months being an ideal opportunity to advance the health trend of protein
replacement (ie: replacing meat with lighter
dishes favouring grain and pulse), meat
more than ever is associated with spring.
“Through the spring and summer we sell
more `middles’ for barbecueing, which are
ribeye, striploin, top sirloin and tenderloin,”
says Barry Rooney, sales & marketing
specialist for To-Le-Do Foodservice.
Certified Angus Beef is a big part of
To-Le-Do’s sales mix in the beef category,
because, according to Rooney, “It is the
largest branded beef program in the world
and separates us from all other distributors
when it comes to selling high quality,
consistent, and well marbled beef.”
Sara Scott, director, broadline foodservice at Certified Angus Beef, says the
versatility of her product is most evident in
spring. “That’s when you have standard
steak main courses augmented by small
plate dishes, beef sliced thin and added to
salads, quesadias, and even used as a pizza

topping,” she says. “People are willing to
pay a premium for this quality of meat,
and therefore if it’s used as an ingredient
in other dishes, the restaurant can derive
added value from these dishes.”
Scott is especially excited about the
spring of 2017, “Restaurants across North
continued on page 38

What to Taste in 2017:
McCormick Predicts the Future of Flavour
Annual Flavour Forecast reveals the hottest
flavour trends for the year ahead
The McCormick® Flavour Forecast® 2017 — the go-to guide for trends and
ingredients set to excite taste buds around the world — was released by McCormick &
Company, Incorporated, a global leader in flavour.
For nearly two decades, this much-anticipated annual report from McCormick has
predicted emerging flavours — like chipotle chilies, coconut water and Harissa sauce
— that are now found everywhere from restaurants to retail shelves and kitchen cabinets.
“Each year, our Flavour Forecast reveals the top trends that inspire home cooks,
chefs, foodies and culinary aficionados to broaden their palates, and introduce new
flavours to their plates and menus,” said McCormick Executive Chef Juriaan Snellen.
“This year, take your taste buds on a flavour journey with espelette pepper and
baharat seasoning, global breakfast bowls, salted egg yolks and plancha grilled octopus, inspired by Basque cuisine.”

Here are the five flavour trends the chefs, culinary professionals, trend
trackers and flavour experts at McCormick have identified for 2017:
Rise & Shine to Global Tastes – Breakfast options with big, global flavours are being
sought after by a generation of flavour adventurists not content with the same boring
bowl. Try warm, sweet congee or a Middle Eastern-inspired breakfast hash topped with
a spicy skhug sauce.

1

TASTE IT: BREAKFAST HASH WITH SKHUG SAUCE (LINK ONLINE)
- Tender chickpeas, ground lamb or beef and roasted vegetables seasoned with a blend of
coriander, cumin and fennel.

A SLICE OF SPRING HEAVEN
What could be more appropriate to a spring menu
than good cheese paired with fruit as an appetizer,
or as the ingredient that adds zing to salads?
ike Raftis, vice-president sales, marketing and communications for Bothwell Cheese, believes restaurateurs
have more opportunities than ever to
include cheese in their 2017 menus. “It’s the
perennial food that enhances any meal, and
there are many trends that make this a particularly exciting category,” he says.
Heat, of course, is the most predominant.
“Consumers’ desire for anything hot has
influenced a lot of cheesemaking, ours
included,” says Raftis. “For example, our
Horseradish Cheddar along with our
Jalapeno Monterey Jack; Habanero With
Cracked Pepper; and Red Hot Chili Pepper
Jack are best sellers. But despite heat being
the key to these offerings, they’re versatile:
great for putting on prime rib or steak sandwiches, and terrific as a hamburger topping.”
However, despite cheese’s prominence as a
spring menu item, it can alienate restaurant
goers who are lactose intolerant or have
ethical issues about how cheese is made. To
address the latter issue, Bothwell in the New
Year is unveiling a line of non-GMO cheeses.
“Our cheese will be Non-GMO Project Verified,
which is North America’s only independent
verification for products made according to
rigorous best practices for genetically modified organism avoidance,” Raftis explains.

M
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As for the issue of cheese causing havoc
with some digestive systems, David Beaudoin, cheese expert and consultant for Dairy
Farmers of Canada, discusses misconceptions that prevent restaurateurs from
expanding their cheese offerings. Specifically, he cites the widespread use of diafiltered
milk in the cheese Canadian making process.
Dialfiltered milk, which is a milk protein
substance, is imported tariff-free into Canada,
and some cheesemakers use it as part of
their required minimum percentage of milk
when making cheese.
Apart from the huge revenue loss this
practice is causing Canadian dairy farmers,
Beaudoin notes that it results in “bland
cheeses that simply don’t work as well as they
should in food pairings, and it also causes
intestinal distress in many consumers, who are
then led to believe they are lactose intolerant
— when in fact that may not be the case.”
Not surprisingly, Beaudoin encourages
restaurant chefs to procure Canadian cheese
made the old-fashioned way. “This is especially
important at a time when Millennials are
becoming the driving force of the economy,” he
says. “Millennials value quality. They also want
to know where their food comes from. And if
they’re not satisfied, they won’t hesitate to air
their disappointment in social media outlets.”
Millennial would no doubt be satisfied by
one of the top representatives of the best
Canadian cheese, Alexis de Portneuf, which
Fabiola Barone, assistant marketing manager
at Saputo (parent to the Quebec based manufacturer), calls “the most awarded cheese
brand in Canada.”
Indeed, in 2016 alone Alexis de Portneuf
wrn

won the silver and bronze at the World
Cheese Awards (silver for the Meteorite
and Reflet de Portneuf; and bronze for the
St-Honoré, Brie Bonaparte, La Sauvagine
Reserve, Bleubry, and Lady Laurier
cheeses). The company’s La Sauvagine
also won the gold medal at the 2016
Caseus event.
Arla Foods Inc. is equally respected for its
quality cheeses. “Our new Castello Smoked
Gorgonzola made at our Atwood Dairy in
Ontario just won First Prize at the Royal
Winter Fair for Best New Flavoured Cheese,”
says John Lillicrap, Arla’s senior manager,
NationalFoodservice. “It’s a creamy, blue
veined cheese with a mild blue bite that has
been double smoked in a natural cold
smoked process utilizing a variety of hardwoods. The smoking process takes the edge
off the blue mould for an incredible taste
experience — excellent for burgers, pasta,
pizza and salads.”
In keeping with healthy alternatives, the
Arla Lacto Free Cream Cheese Spread is an
exciting launch for those who are lactose
intolerant.“It is a unique dairy innovation
made from milk with only five ingredients,”
says Lillicrap. “It is a refreshing 16 per cent
milk fat recipe that represents the opportunity for anybody serving bagels to provide
an option for all of their customers.”
The spring of 2017 is shaping up to be a
promising time for restaurant chefs with
regards to menu innovation, and with the
buying public more willing than ever to pay
a premium for high quality, now’s the time
for the best cheeses to be prominently
featured.
wrn

Say It: Skhug [shug], this complex Middle Eastern hot sauce is made with Thai bird eye
chilies, cumin, cardamom, coriander, garlic, parsley, cilantro, olive oil and lemon juice.

2

PLANCHA: FLAT-OUT GRILLING
– Hailing from Spain, France’s Basque region as well as Mexico, the plancha (a thick, flat
slab of cast iron) is growing in popularity around the world for creating a sizzling, smoky
sear and flavour crust. Grillers can easily use the plancha with meats, seafood and vegetables, paired with bold sauces, rubs and glazes.
Taste It: Espelette Pepper-Rubbed Steak a la Plancha - a zesty, Mediterranean-herb rub
enhances juicy steak grilled on a sizzlin’ hot plancha.
Say It: Espelette [es-PE-let] pepper, originating from the Basque region of France, delivers
a distinctively smoky, sweet and mildly hot flavour.

3

EGG YOLKS: THE SUNNY SIDE OF FLAVOUR
– Egg yolks leave breakfast behind! Whether poached, fried or cured, chefs are pairing
these indulgent golden gems with a range of spices, herbs and sauces on lunch and dinner
menus.
Taste It: Mediterranean Vegetable Shakshuka - Sunny-side-up egg yolks simmered in a
tomato and vegetable sauce make a rustic supper.
Say It: Shakshuka [shahk-SHOO-kah], flavoured with a savoury spice blend of smoked
paprika, cumin, pepper, cayenne, turmeric and caraway.

4

MODERN MED – DISCOVER THE NEW CUISINE
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
- melding Eastern Mediterranean ingredients with Western European classics.
Taste It: Persian Minestrone - Persian Ash-e reshteh meets Italian minestrone.
Say It: Ash-e Reshteh [OSH-e-resh-tay], a thick, hearty soup made with beans, herbs,
turmeric and flat noodles.

5

SWEET ON PEPPER – ENTER THE NEW SWEET HEAT.
With an up-front bite and lingering sensation, peppercorns are finally capturing the spotlight. Their cedar and citrus notes pair perfectly with up-and-coming naturally sweet
ingredients like dates and dragon fruit.
Taste It: Dragon Fruit & Strawberry “Poke” with Pepper Syrup - Fresh strawberry and
diced dragon fruit salad atop a dollop of peppered whipped cream and crispy wontons.
Say It: Poke [po-kay], create this unique take on Hawaiian poke salad with a drizzle of balsamic-pepper syrup.

To view and explore the full Flavour Forecast 2017 report,
visit www.Clubhouseforchefs.ca.
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LIQUID GOLD
S

Introducing Campbell’s Scratch Starters™ – a full line of flavourful broths, stocks
and bases that make it easy to create scratch soups your customers will crave.
Because when you start with Campbell’s, every soup story ends deliciously.
Learn more at CampbellsFoodservice.ca

©2016 Campbell Company of Canada
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Our flavourful, aromatic broths are
simmered with quality ingredients.
With unlimited flexibility, they bring
simple, delicious flavour to any
soup recipe.

With rich, savoury flavour – and no
artificial colours or flavours – our
versatile stocks are the perfect start
for robust, full-bodied soups
and stews.

With our fully flavoured bases,
you can create custom soups just
by adding a few ingredients.
Try our wide range of classic and
on-trend authentic flavours.
©2016 Campbell Company of Canada

Campbell’s®
Low Sodium
Chicken Stock

oup, that great antidote to a cold
winter evening, is increasingly being
viewed by health conscious consumers as a spring and summer health
food, one rapidly filling the void left by the
all but forgotten juicing craze.
Already on many 2017 trend prediction
lists, soup should be an integral part of a
spring menu for the profit margin alone,
given that leftover ingredients are essential to the creation of a rich stock.
As for types of soups growing in popularity, Datassential lists bisques, gumbo,
and a few creamy types such as crab and
Verve Tomato Roasted Red Pepper
mushroom (Datassential also believes that
Bisque and Verve Roasted Poblano &
the division is gone between thin, brothy
White Cheddar Soup from Campbell’s
appetizer offerings and chunky stews
speak to top trends in the market.
served as entrees).
Anita Arora, senior brand manager for Campbell’s Food Service Away From Home
Division, points out that because soup plays a key role in driving restaurant traffic, the
way to make the most of it in spring is “to adjust the varieties. Offer soups with
seasonal ingredients, for example Campbell’s Signature Cream of Asparagus Soup.
Replace hearty soups with lighter varieties and include bold global flavours:
Campbell’s Signature Mediterranean Vegetable soup; Campbell’s Signature Tomato
Garden Vegetable with Rotini Soup; Campbell’s Verve Moroccan Style Nine Vegetable
Soup; Campbell’s Verve Green Thai-Style Curry Chicken Soup.”
Arora also suggests pairing soup with spring salads and cites a huge range of
possibilities, such as “spring greens with pickled vegetables, or spring pea salad with
radishes and feta. Or, pair with spring themed lighter sandwiches: asparagus and
aged goat cheese sandwiches, open face fresh pea and ricotta crostini with spring
vegetable — or offer half sandwich combos.”
Campbell’s works with restaurants to, according to Arora, “help them identify soup
flavour gaps and pairing ideas. You also can’t forget about garnishing soup, and we
provide customers with garnishing ideas.”
In terms of new products, Campbell’s new Verve Tomato Roasted Red Pepper
Bisque with Gouda was developed because these ingredients have been identified as
top trends within emerging chains and chef-driven independent venues; similarly, the
new Verve Roasted Poblano & White Cheddar Soup with Tomatillos acknowledges that
cooking with fire and poblano are also fast-growing trends.
Bunge is well known for its cooking and salad oils, but in recognizing the importance of
soup as a restaurant revenue driver, it too is making a significant contribution to the category — as
well as acknowledging the concerns of vegans.
“Our Bunge Creamy Cooking Base is used as a
one to one replacment for cream in soups as well
as sauces and desserts,” says SuzanneFedak,
product manager for Bunge Canada.
The sauce comes in one-litre tetra packaging
and has a 12-month refrigerated shelf life, with its
fat content comparable to that of whipping
cream. But the real beauty of the cooking base is
that, according to Fedak, it is Kosher Pareve, nondairy, and lactose free. She adds, “It can be used
in liquid form or whipped.”
Unilever Food Solutions provides the food
service sector with one of the most well known
soup brands on the market today: Knorr.
Unilever Food Solutions note that
Natasha Fraser, operating marketing manager,
broths and stocks will be in high
Canada, for Unilever, says 2017 will be an excitdemand in 2017.
ing year for soups, noting, “Our chefs believe
broths and stocks will be especially in high demand, and spring is a great showcase
for soups overall because of the pairing potential — the most obvious being soup
and sandwiches.”
As for consumer preferences, Fraser says, “Dashi and miso broths will grow according
to our research, with the growth most evident in provinces such as BC with its high
number of Asian residents, and in other urban areas.”
The message to restaurateurs is clear: soup in and of itself is one of the most dynamic
food categories, and its ability to help build an exciting spring menu is almost limitless.
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America will enjoy more flavourable beef
at better prices, due to the herd cycle
being particularly healthy.”
Bread is an integral part of any spring
menu, either for sandwiches, as a vessel for
dips, or an accompaniment to appetizers.
Again, consumers’ insistence on quality
has greatly impacted this category, as the
new breads and pastries from Bridor Inc.
demonstrate. “Our Bistro line consists of
croissants with fresh vegetable fillings, with
the most popular flavours being feta and
spinach and leek with parmesan,” says
David Arpin, Bridor’s marketing manager.
“These are excellent as stand-alone items
for a spring menu, or for grab-and-go, or
cut in half as the base for sandwiches.”
In reposnse to gourmet hamburgers that
are too often compromised by the use of standard buns, Bridor offers an
artisan brioche burger
bun; and for sandwiches,
Bridor’s oval bagnat bread
is thin so it doesn’t overBunge Creamy Cooking
Base is a great replacement
for cream in soups.

Bridor Inc. provides products that are made
with an appreciation of the complexities of
restaurant kitchen operations and their menus.

whelm the sandwich contents, but it’s
moist enough not to fall apart.
All of Bridor’s products are made with
an appreciation of the complexities of
restaurant kitchen operations. “We preproof and pre-eggwash all our products
to save chefs time and money,” says
Arpin. “Plus, we always strive to create
clean labels, which is so important to
consumers these days.”
Saving chefs time and money is one rea-

son why companies such as Concord Premium Meats Ltd. are gaining ground in
the restaurant sector. Although Concord is
mainly devoted to retail, its foodservice
business from coast to coast is rapidly
growing. National Sales Director Ken
Baird says, “Our kebabs, chicken breasts,
and chicken strips are extremely popular

as food service increasingly moves towards fully
cooked items.”
While it may seem that
pre-cooked items discourage creativity, Baird
points out that “it actually
gives chefs more time to
come up with unique
menu ideas. For one thing,
they don’t need to worry
about their younger, less
experienced staff inadvertently causing contamination due to handling raw
meat. Plus, not only are
our pre-cooked products
suitable for a wide range of
applications, many of them
have a shelf life of up to 45 Brix & Mortar in Vancouver is inspired
days due to improvements by the fusion of cultures when it
comes to their spring menu.
in packaging.”
Healthy eating is inextricably linked to any spring menu, and
Suzanne Fedak, product manager for Bunge Canada, says
restaurant patrons are vigilent enough to be actively concerned
about what kind of oil is used to make a salad or fry meat that
they’ve ordered: “This vigilance has grown to the degree that
our federal government will soon impose regulations phasing
out the use of partly hydrogenated oils — and this has to be
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Bothwell Cheese knows that restaurateurs have more
opportunities than ever to include cheese to their menus and
have versatile offerings for any menu item.

considered by any chef developing a spring menu.”
Even though many things must be considered in developing
appetizers, entrees, and other crowd pleasing items, Chris
Bisaro’s point that spring should inspire a sense of fun in
menu planning is well taken: with Canada’s cultural influences, plus an abundance of local food and meat production
rising in quality, chefs have many ways to dazzle warm
weather patrons in 2017.
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OILS

WORDS: Frank Yeo
Courtesy of Shutterstock

hen it is considered that well over one million
metric tonnes of vegetable oils (1,080,885)
are consumed annually in Canada, it becomes
immediately apparent that dealing with its proper
maintenance and treatment is a critical issue. This is
especially true for the foodservice sector, the single
largest user, where food quality and costs are so directly
impacted. Indeed, anytime that restaurants can use less
oil there is a direct benefit on the bottom line and a
positive green story. Restaurant managers should be
looking at all factors from the type of oil used to how
the oil is treated in the kitchen.

W

askus@bunge.com
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In Canada, as elsewhere, hydrogenated oils once dominated the foodservice market because they produced a
more stable fat called “trans fats” which are now well
known to have detrimental health effects and have largely
been removed from the supply chain. After all, fried
foods may contain from 7 per cent to over 35 per cent oil,
based on weight, the food being fried, and the frying conditions. In their place, over 50 per cent of the market is
now canola oil, comprised of canola (42 per cent) and
high oleic low linoleic canola (HOLL) — at eight per cent.
Approximately 20 per cent is soybean oil and the rest is
from other plants such as palm, olive, coconut and corn.
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SAUCES & DRESSINGS

The options in Canada to properly dispose
of oil are increasing, with the more recent
introduction of bio-diesel companies to
recycle vegetable oils.

WORDS: Melanie Franner

estaurants Canada 2016 Chef Survey lists ethnic sauces
(e.g. sriracha, raita/raitha, chimichurri, soy sauce and
sambal) as number three on the 10 Hot Trends of the year
of restaurant menu items and cooking methods. House-made
condiments/sauces makes it to number 6 on the list but it becomes
number one on the complementary list of 10 Up and Comers
— products that hold the potential to be the next hot trend.
The results are in – condiments and sauces are big on the hit
parade. And restaurateurs want to know how they can deliver to their
customers – without breaking the bank in terms of cost or labour.

R
To decrease costs, kitchen managers need to invest the time to both
educate and train their staff on the proper treatment of oil to increase
its overall lifespan, including regular filtering and skimming.
When looking for the right vegetable oil, kitchen managers should opt for high stability oils high in oleic acid. It
is the inherent nature of their fatty oil profile that will
ensure that these oils take being heated a bit better, extending their overall lifespan.
One of the largest processors of high oleic canola oil in
Canada is Bunge. The company’s Nutra-Clear NT Ultra,
High Oleic Canola Oil offers both ultra-stability and versatility that is superior to most products in its category. It delivers
exceptionally long fry life which helps lower food costs and
provide labour savings. The company also produces Pour’n
Fry NT, a blend of soybean and high oleic canola oils which
delivers a unique taste profile and excellent fried food quality.
Of course, choosing the oil is only the beginning. To
decrease costs, kitchen managers need to invest the time to
both educate and train their staff on the proper treatment
of oil to increase its overall lifespan, including regular filtering and skimming.
The recommended practice for “passive” filtering, without
any reconditioning equipment, is twice a day; while skimming
should ideally occur every 20 minutes, ensuring that all particles are removed from the fryer. “Active” filtration removes or
traps not only the particulates but also removes or reduces
certain non-filterable chemicals or breakdown compounds.
Jason Sawitsky, president, SFC Systemfiltration Canada,
distributors of the German made Vito filtration system, says
his system increases the life of oil by 50 per cent. “VITO®
keeps your oil in optimal condition and decreases oil
consumption, by removing harmful carbon, micro-particles
42

and suspended sediments. This increases the lifetime of the
oil up to 50 per cent, which means lower cooking oil consumption, less frequent oil changes and very easy cleaning.
It also reduces staff costs and means smaller stock requirements due to smaller orders of oil.”
With the Vito system, operators simply place it in the
hot fryer and when the filtration cycle is over it automatically shuts down.
Additionally, fryer temperatures should be turned down at
non-peak times but when in use operators need to fry at the
correct temperature without overloading baskets and avoid
salting/seasoning near the fryer. Frying at the proper temperature is critical not only from an energy savings standpoint
but also regarding food quality. Too low can leave the chef
with excess oil and uncooked food, while too high may leave
the impression that the food is cooked, when it really isn’t.
Extending the life span of the oil not only tells a positive
green story but helps reduce overall costs. On the flip side;
using oil that has exceeded its life span will have a direct
impact on the quality of the food. Oil is still usable if the
food tastes and appears like it should. As a rule, if the chef
is getting more oil taste than product, the oil should probably be disposed off.
Once oil has exceeded its lifespan, it must be discarded.
The options in Canada to properly dispose of oil are
increasing, with the more recent introduction of bio-diesel
companies to recycle vegetable oils.
Extending the life of the oil remains the most effective
way to reduce the overall carbon footprint.
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Effortless add-ins

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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“Sauces, bases and dressings can really
make a difference between a dish that is
bland or exquisite; they are the base of a successful recipe,” states Marilyne Petitclerc,
culinary marketing specialist, Aliments ED
Foods. “Not only can these mixes be used
for their traditional purpose (i.e. sauces,
soups and dressings), chefs are increasingly
using our products as seasonings to boost Ryan Marquis,
corporate chef,
the flavours of the other ingredients in C.W. Shasky &
their recipes.”
Associates
Corporate Chef Ryan Marquis, C.W.
Shasky & Associates, considers the sauces, soups and dressings
category as instrumental to a successful restaurant operation.
“The category is integral in the incorporation of international
flavours as a value-added way to amplify the flavour of your dish,
and can offer a unique point of difference for the operator,”
he says. “Additionally, the category can represent a significant
portion of a dish’s flavour. For example, the tomato sauce on a
pizza can represent about 30 per cent of the over-all flavour of
the pizza so it is important that special care is taken in choosing
the right sauces to put on your pie.”
Julian Barbieri, brand manager for Tabasco at C.W. Shasky &
Associates, says chefs are using the famous condiment in creative
ways to enhance sauces. “Adding it into sauces, marinades, and
spreads gives a unique twist to traditional menu items for a relatively small cost. For example, TABASCO Chipotle is being used
by operators to add some kick and flavour to hollandaise sauces,
43
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mayos, and dips – turning items like, a
standard eggs benedict into a Smokey
Chipotle Eggs Benedict”.
Consistency is another issue that is topof-mind for many kitchen staff.
“Consistency would be the first aspect
I would look at in terms of flavour,”
explains Graham Hayes, corporate chef,
The French’s Food Company – Canada.
“You want your guest experience to be
consistent every time they come to your
establishment. Many people think that
making a scratch recipe for sauce is the
key to separating their restaurant from
others in the area, which it can be. However, every time you make the sauce, it
will be slightly different.”

about what they eat and look for a
short and recognizable ingredient list.
Using a ready-prepared mix to add
Options like plant-based ingredients and
flavour to a dish can also result in cost
lower-sodium are also having sway in
and labour savings.
the category, she states. And, of course,
“One of the biggest controllable costs
ethnic diversity continues to reign.
in today’s restaurant is labour,” continMarquis also emphasizes ethnic influences.
ues Hayes. “Using a prepared sauce will
“Ethnic flavours are guiding
help with saving some of
flavour exploration in a big
those labour dollars.”
way, and this category has
Marquis concurs.
become an ideal vehicle to
“From a cost perspective,
bring different flavours togethoperators should remember
er,” he states, adding that
that sauces, bases and dressings
maturity of customer tastes
are very flexible in that they do
and lifestyle trends are also
not require additional equiphaving an impact. “Now that
ment,” he says. “They diminish
the world of spice and heat
the need for excess flavour skus
Graham Hayes,
has been explored, customers
in the pantry and have many corporate chef,
are looking for more complexdifferent applications — saving The French’s Food
ity with some heat, such as
time and money.”
Company
spicy mango chutneys. We are
also
seeing
fruit combination flavour
Trending Now
trending
upwards.
”
The sauces, base and dressing category
Local and global influences are also
is one that is influenced by many differmaking their way into the category,
ent factors. Petitclerc describes these
says Hayes, who adds that adding a
factors as being as far-reaching as clean
local craft beer to a barbecue sauce is a
labels, plant-based foods, health, ethnic
good example of how to create a homeand zero food waste. She suggests that
town hero sauce.
consumers are increasingly curious

WORDS: Frank Yeo
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t is standard today for POS systems to
do more than just offer flexibility when
processing daily transactions: they must
improve a merchant’s chances of success
by providing them with tools to streamline
business processes. These include basic
sales reporting plus customer, inventory
and employee management. They need to
record and analyze sales data, log purchases and keep in touch with customers, manage quantity of stock and when to re-order
and clock-in and clock out tools, managing
scheduling and payroll.
The biggest trend within POS is the
migration to Cloud apps which will enable
restaurateurs to better manage their sales,
inventory, and customers across several
stores and channels, integrating online,
offline, and social shopping solutions.
POS providers will offer centralized or
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single-view systems to allow retailers
to stay on top of various channels and
locations from one platform.
The restaurant industry has only started
to move in this direction. Many restaurants
still use “on premise” software where one
or more licences are purchased upfront
and installed on your computer system or
servers. You’re in charge of updating and
maintaining the software, which may
require dedicated IT personnel for larger
organizations. With cloud-based deployment, also known as “Software-as-aService” (SaaS), you access and support
the system via the internet. The rise of
mobile payments is now driving restaura-

teurs to upgrade to more modern POS
and payment systems.
The TouchBistro POS solution has been
one of the principal beneficiaries of this. It
is an iPad point of sale designed specifically
to provide restaurants with the advantages
of mobile innovation. Topping the Apple
App Store in more than 37 countries,
TouchBistro leverages mobile technology
to help restaurateurs increase sales, improve
service, and make informed decisions on
how to grow their businesses.
“It is very rewarding to hear from
restaurateurs how much TouchBistro has
helped improve their operations and bottom line,” said Alex Barrotti, TouchBistro
45
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CEO & founder. “We regularly get great
feedback after TouchBistro has been
implemented, like profitability jumped 14
per cent, daily revenue increased by
$2,000, or inventory costs were reduced
by as much as 30 per cent.”
By making the point of sale mobile,
TouchBistro, says Barrotti, has revolutionized restaurant operations. It uses
readily available standard Apple hardware that can be purchased off the shelf
to deliver a cost-effective, mobile solution,
unlike the expensive proprietary hardware of a traditional point of sale system
that is stuck in fixed positions.
Waiters can enter orders into TouchBistro
on an iPad right at tableside and send them
to the kitchen for preparation with just a tap.
Even complex actions like bill splitting or
combining orders from different seats are
easily done at tableside when requested by
customers, with only a tap or swipe.
Forced modifiers telling serving staff
what to upsell and listing food preparation

matically available to users at no additional charge and do not need new expensive
hardware like traditional POS solutions
often require when they do upgrades.
And TouchBistro can be downloaded for
a free 30-day trial anywhere in the world
from the Apple App Store without costly
installation or service call fees.
There is no doubt, says Guy Thomas
from Ideal POS, that “the payment sector
is constantly changing and adapting.
There has been a strong trend towards
Tap, Pay at the Table, Apple Pay, Google
Pay, payment by app, online ordering,
etc. More and more we are seeing a big
push towards online ordering.”
That does not mean that more traditional providers are failing to adapt to
mobile commerce. “There has been a proliferation of new tablet based systems however, in most cases they are limited in functionality and scalability. Most of the established legacy systems are now offering or
will be soon, mobile versions of their sys-

POS systems provide restaurateurs with the tool to streamline their business processes.

variations can be seen on the iPad when
the orders are being taken, so there are no
missed opportunities or guessing or errors.
Food pictures and allergen information are
at the serving staff ’s fingertips when talking
with the customer to help patrons make
better meal selections. Integrated and
secure EMV payments can also be taken at
the table, speeding up payment processing.
TouchBistro offers comprehensive cloudbased reporting that allows managers to
view key data any time, any place, and on
any device — making it easier for owners to
evaluate operations, eliminate those things
that are cutting across the bottom line, and
implement more of what is working well.
New features and functionality added
to TouchBistro every six weeks are auto46

tems. We offer our clients both legacy
options and new mobility solutions.
Mobility in the restaurant space has benefits depending on which type of establishment you have. High volume situations
would still most likely want to use a large
screen that can be properly mounted.”
In addition, says Thomas, restaurants
are looking for POS systems to integrate
with video in the kitchen and portability
in the dining room as well as mobility on
the floor. The goal, he says, is “to speed
up service and become more efficient.”
Ideal currently offers PixelPoint and
Squirrel systems for restaurant environments
in addition to BrightSign menu board solutions, Berg and Sprint liquor control solutions and debit/credit processing solutions.

Brett R. Smith, senior director F&B
solutions management at Oracle Hospitality concurs that iPad applications are
not for everyone. “For some, iPad
ordering apps will not fit the needs now
or in the future.”
While mobility is key to the future, he
says, iPad ordering is but one option. “As
our POS ordering solutions have been on
mobile platforms for many years, we are
able to see many of the mobile trends.
Devices or platform drivers are influenced
by consumer market choice, fit for industry
and ruggedness, platform flexibility and
stability, security and device management,
and the hidden cost of use from either the
payment partner or the app store. These
influences and others will shape the
devices and platforms in the future.”
Simphony Cloud Point-of-Sale is the
latest in POS technology from Oracle
Hospitality. “The cloud aspect of Simphony is what makes it stand out. Utilizing cloud technology can help you
reduce your IT costs, while increasing
operational efficiencies and helping
you to deliver a fantastic guest experience. With Simphony Cloud, you can see
what’s happening in all your locations in
real-time, through reports that you can
access on your mobile device or desktop computer. The upgraded Simphony
Cloud POS supports a wide range of
mobile devices, offers an extended
range of features to streamline table service operations, is fast and easy to
deploy, and increases mobility for onsite managers on the move”.
The updated back office suite, he says,
provides a modernized user interface
creating smooth guest engagement and
allowing increased employee productivity. “Simphony works seamlessly with our
hardware portfolio, which is designed
specifically for the most demanding F&B
environments. Our hardware portfolio
includes the latest Oracle MICROS
Workstation 6 Series and the innovative
Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series, which
provides operators with versatility and
flexibility by transforming from a fixed
workstation to a mobile POS. Simphony
Cloud also boasts an updated feature-set
to improve order workflow and quality of
service for table service operators.”
As an operator, you should be carefully
examining what the specific requirements
of your workspace demand before making any decisions.
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BROKERS
ACOSTA CANADA
Head Office: 250 Rowntree Dairy Road
Vaughan, ON L4L 9J7
Contact: Bruce Cribbs
Tel: (204) 633-7594, Fax: (204) 633-3480
bcribbs@acosta.com
www.acosta.com
Branch Locations: Langley; Calgary;
Winnipeg; Vaughan; Dartmouth; St. John’s.
Product Lines: Leahy/IFP; Heritage
Frozen Foods; Trident Seafoods Inc.; Reinhart Foods; Ocean Spray; Maid-Rite Steak
Co.; Tetley Tea; Dare Foods; Canada Dry
Mott’s Inc.; Blaze’s Beans; Clover Leaf
Seafood; Athena

ADVANTAGE FOODSERVICE
SALES & MARKETING INC.
Head Office: #2, 17918 55th Ave.
Surrey, BC V3S 6C8
Contact: Mark Falck
Tel: (250) 213-1029
Fax: (250) 881-1377
Toll Free: (800) 658-1461
mark.falck@advantagefoodservice.ca
www.advantagefoodservice.ca
Western Canada’s most focused broker
team, supporting some of North America’s
Top Foodservice Brands! Sales coverage
from Victoria, BC to Thunder Bay, ON
Branch Locations: Victoria, Vancouver,
Kelowna, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina,
Winnipeg
Product Lines: Arla Cheese; Bonduelle
Vegetables; Calavo Growers; Canada
Bread; ConAgra Brands; Give and Go
Bakery; Sweet Street Desserts; Chapman’s Ice Cream; Cardinal Meats;
Floating Leaf Wild Rice; Gerhards Beverages; Gourmet Trading; Olympia
Gyros; O Sole Mio Pasta & Sauces;
Pinnacle Foods; Udi’s Gluten Free;
Wyman’s Frozen Fruit
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BINNER MARKETING
& SALES INC.
Head Office: 400 – 6 Roslyn Road
Winnipeg, MB R3L 0G5
Contact: Bryan Elkie
Tel: (204) 783-3177
Fax: (204) 783-3177
bryane@binnermarketing.com
www.binnermarketing.com
Branch Locations: Winnipeg; Regina;
Saskatoon; Edmonton; Calgary; Vancouver
Product Lines: Solis; Western Rice Mills;
Kikkoman; Central Smith; Tyson; Primo;
Backerhaus Veit; Expresco; Crosby’s;
David Robert’s; Derlea Foods

CALKINS & BURKE LTD.
Head Office: 800-1500 W. Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6G 2Z6
Contact: Ken Jones
Tel: (604) 669-3741
Fax: (604) 669-9732
www.calbur.com
Branch Locations: Calgary, Vancouver
& Toronto
Product Lines: Canned Food (fruits/vegetables/tuna etc.); Salmon; Frozen Seafood.

CONCORD NATIONAL
Head Office: Suite 400, 1124 Lonsdale Ave
North Vancouver, BC V7M 2H1
Contact: Randy Mullock
Tel: (604) 986-7341 x 104
Fax: (604) 986-5061
randy.mullock@concordnational.com
www.concordnational.com
Branch Locations: Vancouver, Calgary,
Edmonton, Regina & Winnipeg
Product Lines: Carmen Creek; Citadelle;
Happy Planet; Harold T. Griffin; Rose
Packing; Earth’s Own; Gielow Pickles; Kronos Foods; Ultima Foods; Tata Tetley Tea;
Fresca Mexican Foods; Illy Cafe; Olympic
Dairy; Star Marketing

GOLD STAR INTERNATIONAL
Head Office: #278 Auburn Bay SE
Calgary, AB T3M 0C6
Contact: Rhonda Goldberg
rhonda@goldstarinternational.ca
www.goldstarinternational.ca
Product Lines: Mediterranean Cruise; Pre-made
Sandwiches; Flavoured Snacks; Bar Tools

INFORM BROKERAGE INC.
Head Office: 2286 Holdom Avenue
Burnaby, BC V5B 4Y5
Contact: Napoleon Veltri
Tel: (604) 324-0565
marketing@informbrokerage.com
www.informbrokerage.com
Branch Locations:
Ontario Office: 1211 Gorham Street,
Unit #1, Newmarket, ON L3Y 8Y3
Quebec Office: 634 Parkview St,
Otterburn Park, QC J3H 2M4
Product Lines: 511; Club Coffee;
Clown Global Brands; Crust Craft; Dare;
Dole; FGF Brands; Foster Farms; Favorite
Foods; Viau; Wings; Fentimans; Ruiz;
Tamsco; Fontaine Santé; Furlani’s; Florida’s Natural; GayLea; Gehl’s; Nathan’s;
DAP; Home Market; In Foods; Bigelow;
Italpasta; JD Sweid; Gia; Johnsonville;
White Castle; Norpac; Peanut Butter &
Co.; Rosina; Smoke; Alliance Seafood;
Classic Fine Foods; Fiera Foods; Giraffe;
Give & Go; Idahoa; Urbani; Perla; Rose
Packaging; Sunrype; Ventura Foods;
Whistler Water; Wyman’s

INTERNATIONAL
PACIFIC SALES LTD.
Head Office: 22111 Fraserwood Way
Richmond, BC V6W 1J5
T: (604) 273-7035F: (604) 273-6720
Toll Free: (800) 525-5155
www.internationalpacificsales.com
Canada’s first foodservice brokerage
house. Complete Western Canadian
coverage. Largest experienced professional sales force. In-depth knowledge of
foodservice, operations and menu design.
Culinary centre and meeting facilities.
Branch Locations: Alberta; British
Columbia; Saskatchewan; Manitoba
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PRO-CAN SALES LTD.

TREE OF LIFE CANADA INC.

CALCANA INDUSTRIES LTD.

Head Office:
305 Minnehaha Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R4A 1A5
Contact: Abe Wiebe
Tel: (204) 694-3293
Fax: (204) 694-2521
procan@mymts.net

Head Office: 19488 Telegraph Trail
Surrey, BC V4N 4H1
Contact: Fiona Crosbie
Tel: (604) 455-5826 Fax: (604) 881-7131
fiona.crosbie@treeoflife.com
www.treeoflife.ca

Head Office: 5507 – 6th Street SE
Calgary, AB T2M 1L6
Contact: John Vancak
Tel: (403) 777-0808 Fax: (403) 777-0807
Toll Free: (800) 778-6729
sales@calcana.com
www.calcana.com

Branch Locations: Manitoba &
Saskatchewan
Product Lines: Shafer-Haggart Ltd (Canned
Fruit, Mushrooms, Rice, Fish); Golden Boy
Foods (Walnuts, Raisins, Almonds,
Coconut, Dried Fruit); Richardson Oil (Margarine Pails)

Branch Locations: Surrey, Calgary, Mississauga, Montreal
Product Lines: Cheese & Cheese Products; Chocolate & Confectionery Products;
Cookies & Crackers; Fish & Seafood Products; Flours & Grains; Canned Fruit; Jam,
Jellies & Spreads; Organic Foods; Pasta;
Pizza Products & Toppings; Rice; Sauces
Mixes; Dressing & Marinades; Soup &
Bases; Canned Vegetables; Carbonated
Beverages; Fruit Drinks

DISTRIBUTORS
RIVERWOOD SALES
Head Office:
#207-3993 Henning Drive
Burnaby, BC V5C 6N5
Contact: Stephanie Olsen
Tel: (604) 876-5688
Fax: (604) 876-5768
riverwood@riverwoodsales.com
www.riverwoodsales.com
Branch Locations: BC, AB, SK & MB
Product Lines: Berthelet; CP Foods;
Continental Commercial Products;
Skoulakis; Roland Food Corp; Anchor
Packaging; TTS Marketing; Piller’s;
Inteplast Bags & Film; Bronco Foods;
International Paper; Sonray Sales;
Albany Packaging; Disco

ALYSSA FOODS
Head Office: P.O. Box 13, 155 Hwy 3
Lower East Pubnico, NS B0W 2A0
Contact: George Cunningham
Tel: (902) 762-3663, Fax: (902) 762-0551
alyssafoods@gmail.com
www.alyssafoods.com
Product Lines: Split Salt Cod; Boned Salt
Cod; Minced Salt Cod; Split Salt Pollock;
Boned Salt Pollock

B.B.C. SALES & SERVICE LTD.
Head Office: 8235 Swenson Way
Delta, BC V4G 1J5
Contact: Ken Robyn
Tel: (604) 589-7802, Fax: (604) 589-7820
krobyn@bbcsales.com
www.bbcsales.com
Product Lines: Newco Coffee Equipment;
Urnex; Franke Expresso; Elmeco; FBD;
Rockline; 3M Cuno Water Filters

SUMMIT MARKETING
CANADA LTD.
Head Office:
101-250 Schoolhouse Street
Coquitlam, BC V3K 6V7
Contact: Elizabeth Matthews
Tel: (604) 523-0332
Fax: (888) 414-0119
elizabeth@summitmarketing.ca
www.summitmarketing.ca
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BOSA FOODS

Branch Locations: BC, AB, MB, SK,
THUNDER BAY ON

Head Office: 1465 Kootenay Street
Vancouver, BC V5K 4Y3
Contact: Victor Benedet
Tel: (604) 253-5578
Fax: (604) 253-5656
sales@bosafoods.com
www.bosafoods.com

Product Lines: Basic American Food;
Dr. Oetker; Daboom Desserts; E.D.
Smith; Ferrero Canada; General Mills
Canada; Harlan Bakeries; Hormel
Foods/ Wholly Guacamole; Lamb
Weston; McCormick Canada; Ocean
Brands; Trophy Foods; Exceldor;
Yoplait/Liberte; Harlan Bakeries;
Supherb Farms; Bel Pastry

Branch Locations: 562 Victoria Drive,
Vancouver, BC
Product Lines:Italissima; Mediterranean
Gourmet; Okanagan Falls; Augusto:
Preferisco; Eastern Gourmet; Anna’s Country Kitchen; Prodotti Pal Sole; Biscotti; International Gourmet; Frutto Dal’ Albero;
Bonta; Dolci; Torroni; La Famiglia; Merchant Spice; Savonesse; Spagnia

Product Lines:PH Series Patio Heaters;
Variable Input Burners; Stainless Steel Construction

CANADIAN TRADE HOUSE
Head Office: Suite 201 – 4216 10th Street NE
Calgary, AB T2E 6K3
Contact: Karen Vicenzino
Tel: (403) 237-8829
Fax: (403) 237-8830
karenv@canadiantradehouse.com
www.canadiantradehouse.com
Branch Locations: Toronto, ON; Kelowna, BC
Product Lines: Hot Stuff; Jones; Quickcakes

GBS FOODSERVICE
EQUIPMENT INC.
Head Office: 2871 Brighton Road
Oakville, ON L6H 6C9
Contact: Roz Douglas
Tel: (905) 829-5534 Fax: (905) 829-9914
roz@gbscooks.com
www.gbscooks.com
Product Lines: Combi Ovens; Blast
Chillers/Freezers; Commercial Juice
Machines; Ice Machines; Rotisseries; Cutlery Dryers; Glass Polishers; Heated &
Chilled Merchandisers; High Volume Open
Well Fryers; Full Cook Line (Ranges, Griddles, Charbroilers, etc.); Pre-Rinse Systems

KENDALE PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: 465 Central Avenue
Fort Erie, ON L2A 3T8
Contact: Bobby D’Ambrosio
Tel: (905) 994-9479 Toll Free: (888) 887-9923
kendale@kendale.ca
www.kendale.ca
“Kendale Products Ltd. distributes Southern Pride Smokers (Industry-leading quality and
durability) and Broaster Pressure Fryers (Most dependable and efficient pressure fryers)
along with the Genuine Broaster Chicken Program for all of Canada. kendale.ca”
Product Lines: Pressure Fryers; Warmers; Condiments & Seasonings; Broaster® “Chicken
Program”; Southern Pride; BBQ Pitts & Smokers; Mobile & Stationary; Gas & Electric Models (150lb – 1400lb); Rubs & Sauce Mixes; Hickory Chips & Organic Hardwood Logs

GERHARDS IMPORTERS CANADA
Head Office: Suite 319 – 1228 Old Innes Rd
Ottawa, ON K1B 3V3
Contact: Colin Toevs
Tel: (888) 242-3111 Fax: (613) 563-3807
info@gerhardscanada.com
www.gerhardscanada.com
Product Lines:1883 Syrups; Pacific Natural Foods; The Chai Company; Ghirardelli
Chocolate; Numi Tea; Aiya Matcha;
Umpqua Oats; Mountain Cider; Add a
Scoop Supplements/Boosts; Oregon Chai

CHESHER EQUIPMENT LTD.
Head Office: #2 – 6599 Kitimat Rd.
Mississauga, ON L5N 4J4
Contact: Megan Koehler
Toll Free: (800) 668-8765
Fax: (905) 363-0309
info@chesher.com
www.chesher.com

GFS CANADA COMPANY INC.
www.gfscanada.com

Branch Locations: Atlantic Canada; Quebec; Ontario; Manitoba; Saskatchewan;
Alberta; British Columbia
Product Lines: ACP, Inc. (Amana);
Antunes; APW Wyott; Bakers Pride; Vitamix; Cres Cor; LAINOX; Rotor; Sunkist;
Varimixer; BKI; BSI; Norlake; Wood Stone

CONTINENTAL IMPORTERS LTD.
Head Office: 1856 Pandora Street
Vancouver, BC V5L 1M5
Contact: Amy Valagao
Tel: (604) 253-3115 Fax: (604) 253-1331
sales@contimport.com
www.continentalimporters.ca
Product Lines: Olive Oils; Vinegars; Cooking Wines; Foie Gras; Spices; Pasta;
Tomato Products; Olives; Mustard; Mineral
Water; Pasta Crackers; Salsas; Wild
Salts/ Rice; Truffle Products; Mushrooms;
Cheese; Frozen Fish/Meats/Nuts; Pickles;
Peppercorns; Dry/Canned Beans; Biscuits;
Wafers & Cookies; Chocolate; and many
more lines of product.

DSL LTD. – INNOVATIVE
FOOD EQUIPMENT
Head Office: 14520 128th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5L 3H6
Contact: Reeve Bunn
Tel: (800) 665-1125 Fax: (780) 452-0660
reeve.bunn@dslinc.com
www.dslinc.com
Branch Locations: Calgary, AB; Port
Coquitlam, BC; Winnipeg, MB
Product Lines: Exclusive distributors of Taylor Equipment: soft serve; grills; frozen
drink machines; Henny Penny: fryers;
combi ovens; merchandising cabinets;
Kold-Draft ice machines; Flavor Burst flavored syrups
wrn

Branch Locations: Calgary; Edmonton;
Delta; Winnipeg
Product Lines: Beverage; Equipment &
Smallware; Paper Packaging & Chemical;
Dairy; Produce; Protein; Grocery; Frozen

HARLAN FAIRBANKS
Head Office: 1780 Selkirk Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2R 0N6
Contact: Danny Kalyniuk
Tel: (204) 594-2973, Cell: (204) 470-3514
Fax: (204) 697-1789
danny@harlans.ca
www.harlans.ca
Branch Locations: Winnipeg, Edmonton,
Calgary, Regina, Saskatoon, Vancouver,
Nanaimo, Seattle/Kent
Product Lines: Boyd’s Coffee, Cappuccino,
Hot Chocolate, Tea; SlushPuppie; Thelma’s
Lemonade; ICEE; Parrot Ice; Freezers;
Smoothies; Carbon’s Waffles; Syrups; Juices;
Perfect Fry; Pizza Warmers; Harvest Hot
Dogs; Rico’s Nachos & Cheese; Popcorn;
Cotton Candy; Sno-Kones; Soft Serve Ice
Cream & Yogurt; Ice Cream Cones; Twister,
Milkshakes & Ice Cream Toppings.

J & S FOOD SERVICE
Head Office: 6040 Gateway Blvd.
Edmonton, AB T6H 2H6
Contact: Scott Richardson
Tel: (780) 435-5446 Fax: (780) 435-5896
jsfoodservice@telus.net
www.jandsfoodservice.com
Branch Locations: #121, 2312 – 52nd
Avenue SE, Calgary, AB
Product Lines: ADM; AB Mauri; Vanderpol; Campbells; Original Cakerie; Solo
Cup; Gourmet Baker; Maple Leaf; Alasko;
Arctic Chiller; Bunge; Richardson Oil;
General Mills; Lantic Sugar; Boulart;
Foley’s Candies’ English Bay; Unilever
wrn
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KLONDIKE FOODS INC.

OTB FOODS INC.

Head Office:
14804- 119th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5L 2P2
Contact: Jack Trach
or Charmaine Slosky
Tel: (780) 451-6677
Fax: (780) 451-7733
k1ondike@planet.eon.net
www.klondikefoods.com

Head Office:177 North Meadow Cr.
Thornhill, ON L4S 3C4
Contact: Hector Szulansky
Tel: (905) 889-3323
otbfoods@rogers.com
www.otbfoods.com

Product Lines: Garbage Bags; T-Shirt
Bags; Deli Bags; Produce Bags; Food
Film/Foil; Vacuum Bags; Wild Blueberry
Juice; Organic Oats/Hemp Bits/Oils;
Honey/Sauces/Rice/Cookies; Canned
Fruits; Cheese Sauce/Puddings

Product Lines: Texturas: Albert and Ferran
Adria; Olicatessen: Extra Virgin Olive Oil
& Olive products; Syren: Saffron, Selectia I
Quality, Hot-Sweet & Smoked Paprika; Olivar De Segura: Extra Virgin Olive Oil; Italian products: Truffle products (sauces-oilsslices-pastes-honey salt)

MEADOWFRESH DAIRY
CORPORATION
Head Office:
#100-1373 Kebet Way
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 1G6
Contact: Kim Simpson
Tel: (604) 472-0786
Fax: (604) 472-0787
kim@meadowfresh.ca
www.meadowfresh.ca
Product Lines: Homogenize Milk; 2%
Milk; Skim Milk; 10% Milk; Half & Half;
18% Cream; Whip Cream; Sour Cream;
Cream Cheese; Chocolate Milk; Buttermilk; Mascarpone Cheese

MONDO FOODS
COMPANY LTD.
Head Office:
40 Otter Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 4T7
Contact: Tom De Nardi
Tel: (204) 453-7722
Fax: (204) 453-3256
tom@mondofoods.com
www.mondofoods.com
Product Lines: Mozzarella; Cheddar Specialty; Imported; Parmeson; Romano;
Pizza; Tomatoes (canned); Pasta; Fresh
Produce; Chocolate; Baking Goods;
Expreso Coffee; Flour; Olives; General
Grocery; Expresso; Meats

NP FOODS
Head Office:
44 Higgins Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0A5
Contact: Ernie McIvor
Tel: (204) 982-4700
Fax: (204) 943-8624
npfoods@mymts.net
www.butterstone.ca
Product Lines: Always Bagels; Butterstone
Baked Goods; Chevalier Snack Cakes;
Dad’s Old Fashion Sodas; Gourmet Nantel; Greenlee Bakery; Jones Soda; La Bree
Bakery; Mrs. Freshleys Baking; Oakrun
Farm Bakery; Pecos Bill Jerky; Specialty
Bakers; Stuarts Sodas
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PRATTS FOOD SERVICE
Broadline Distributor

Pratts Food Service
Manitoba
101 Hutchings Street,
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2V4
Tel: (204) 949-2832,
Fax: (204) 949-4700

Pratts Food Service
Saskatchewan
1450 Park Street,
Regina, SK S4N 2G2
Tel: (306) 546-5444,
Fax: (306) 546-5555

Pratts Food Service
Alberta
291196 Wagon Wheel Rd.,
Rocky View, AB T4A 0E2
Tel: (403) 476-7728,
Fax: (403) 452-8031
Servicing Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, NW Ontario, Thunder Bay,
Nunavut, Northwest Territories & the
Yukon
“Better Things Come From Pratts”
www.pratts.ca

QUALIFIRST FOODS
Head Office:
60 Ronson Drive, Unit 6
Toronto, ON M9W 1B3
Contact: Jodi Mackinnon
Tel: (416) 866-1177
www.qualifirst.com
Branch Locations: Vancouver, BC
Product Lines: Extra virgin olive oils;
spices; Michel Cluizel chocolates; molecular gastronomy ingredients; grains;
sea salt; oil; vinegars; Dijon; teas,
chestnuts; bitters

SYSCO WINNIPEG
Head Office: 1570 Clarence Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3T 1T6
Contact: Jamie Campbell
Tel: (800) 665-5090 Fax: (204) 453-5409
campbell.jamie@wpg.sysco.ca
www.syscowinnipeg.ca

RUSSELL FOOD
EQUIPMENT LTD.

Product Lines: Full-line distributor including
Produce; Protein; Poultry; Seafood; Grocery; Beverage; Frozen & Dairy; Equipment & Foodservice Supplies

951 Erin Street
Winnipeg, MB R3G 2W8
Tel: (204) 775-8835
Fax: (204) 774-0042
Toll Free: (800) 782-8473
Website: www.russellfood.ca

TGP (THE GROCERY PEOPLE)
Head Office: 14505 Yellowhead Trail
Edmonton, AB T5L 3C4
Contact: Sanja Jovanovic
Tel: (780) 447-5791, Fax: (780) 452-7759
sanja.jovanovic@tgp.ca
www.tgp.ca

Branch Locations:
Vancouver, BC
T: (604) 253-6611, F: (604) 253-0807
Victoria, BC
T: (250) 386-3161, F: (250) 385-7433
Calgary, AB
T: (403) 253-1383, F: (403) 255-4174
Edmonton, AB
T: (780) 423-4221, F: (780) 428-0524
Saskatoon, SK
T: (306) 652-7777, F: (306) 244-0225
Regina, SK
T: (306) 525-3333, F: (306) 757-3551
Thunder Bay, ON
T: (807) 623-2544, F: (807) 623-6584

Branch Locations: Edmonton, AB; Calgary, AB; Kamloops, BC; Saskatoon, SK;
Winnipeg, MB
Product Lines:Broad line national brand
distributor including Produce; Protein; Poultry; Seafood; Grocery; Beverage; Frozen
& Dairy; Paper Packaging & Chemical

TO-LE-DO FOODSERVICE
Head Office: 2430 McGillivray Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R3Y 1G6
Contact: Barry Rooney
Tel: (204) 487-3340 Fax: (204) 487-3702
barry.rooney@toledofoodservice.ca
www.toledofoodservice.ca

SEACORE SEAFOOD INC.
Head Office: 81 Aviva Park Drive
Woodbridge, ON L4L 9C1
Contact: Sal Battaglia
Tel: (905) 856-6222
Fax: (905) 856-9445
orders@seacore.ca
www.seacore.ca

Product Lines: Beef; Pork; Veal; Lamb;
Bison; Processed Meats; Wieners &
Sausage; Chicken; Processed Chicken;
Goat; Turkey; Seafood; Frozen Vegetables;
Cheese; Dressings; Desserts

TRANSCOLD DISTRIBUTION LTD.
Head Office: 1460 Cliveden Avenue
Delta, BC V3M 6L9
Contact: Jaime Gifford
Tel: (604) 519-6847 Fax: (604) 519-0606
Jaime.gifford@transcold.com
www.transcold.ca
Branch Locations: Delta, BC; Victoria,
BC; Nanaimo, BC; Edmonton, AB & Calgary, AB; Burlington, WA; Portland, OR;
Chino, CA; National City, CA; Kent, WA
Product Lines: Magum, Popsicle; Ben &
Jerry’s; Klondike; Breyers; Island Farms;
Sara’s Ice Cream Cakes; Chapman’s;
Jack Links Jerky; Frozen Coconut Avalon
Ice Cream

WHITE CAP DISTRIBUTION
Head Office: 144 Plymouth Street
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2Z1
Contact: Barry Lavallee
Tel: (204) 586-9615 Fax: (204) 589-8448
blavallee@whitecapfoods.com
www.whitecapdistribution.com
Product Lines: Frozen Fruit & Vegetables;
Cheese; Poultry; Meats; Seafood; Paper
Goods; Bread; Potato Products; Soups

WINDY CITY DISTRIBUTORS
Head Office: 44 Higgins Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0A5
Contact: Peter Yourohenlio
Tel: (204) 982-4700
Fax: (204) 943-8624
windycity@mts.net
Product Lines: Tradition Ste-Julie Fudge;
Jones Soda; Activ Water; Adina (Organic
Holistic Beverage); Specialty Baker; Farm
Bakery

WORLD WISE
DISTRIBUTION
Head Office: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Contact: Chris Boreski
Tel: (204) 338-8968
Fax: (888) 346-4963
email@worldwise.ca
www.worldwise.ca
Branch Locations: Winnipeg; Regina;
Toronto & Calgary
Product Lines: Organic Natural; Gluten
Free; Kosher; L’Ancetre Organic Cheese;
Multiwise Multigrain; Jones Soda; Best
Cooking Flours (Gluten Free); Cavena
Nuoa-Naked Oats; Organic Meats;
Coconut Bliss Ice Cream (Dairy Free);
Island Way Sorbet; Dads Rootbeer; Ethical
Bean Coffee (Fair Trade); Food for Life
Sprouted Grain Breads; Pre-cooked Baked
Potatoes; Gluten Free Pasta; Sol Cuisine
Tofu; Urban Zen Green Tea

From trends to necessities and everything in between,

WE COVER THE ISSUES THAT
ARE IMPORTANT

Product Lines: OceanPrime; Housecut Certified; A Fresh Catch; Full line of fresh and
frozen fish, seafood & live lobsters.

SPRING 2017 ISSUE EDITORIAL SCHEDULE

SHAFER – HAGGART LTD.
Head Office:
1100 Melville Street, Suite 938
Vancouver, BC V6E 4A6
Tel: (604) 669-5512,
Fax: (604) 669-9554
Toll Free: (888) 779-7111
info@shafer-haggart.com
www.shafer-haggart.com
Branch Locations: Calgary, Winnipeg,
Toronto, Montreal, Halifax
Product Lines: Canned Tuna; Salmon;
Shellfish; Fruits; Decidous; Apple; Citrus;
Pineapple; Coconut Milks & Tropical; Vegetables; Artichokes; Asian; Bean; Olives;
Mushrooms; Peppers; Tomatoes; Rice

SONRAY SALES LTD.
Head Office: P.O. Box 86368
North Vancouver, BC V7L 4K6
Tel: (604) 986-3401
Fax: (604) 985-6431
sales@sonray.com
www.haveariceday.com

LOOK FOR THE
UPCOMING FEATURES IN
OUR NEXT ISSUE
SPRING 2017

(Release date:April 2017)

• Spirits: Rye / Vodka
• Shooters
• Financial Services / ATM Machines
• Bar Accessories & Equipment
• Summer Menu Ideas – Bar Food/Patio
• Mixed Cocktails
• Tabletop
• Training
• POS & Mobile Payments
• Cleaning & Restroom Supplies
• Uniforms & Footwear

Saskatchewan Update • Annual Franchise Directory
Ethnic Foods • Appetizers / Tapas • Summer Fare Menu-BBQ
Getting Ready for the Patio Season • Desserts & Cool Treats
Potato & Fries Products • Refrigeration & Ice Machines
Restroom Supplies & Cleaning • Cold Beverages
Insurance, Financing & Leasing

(RELEASE DATE: APRIL 2017

Serving Those Who Serve Alcohol!

Product Lines: Rice & Sauces (Soy &
Seafood); Soy Sauces & Miso; Honey;
Parchment Paper; Coconut Water; Curry &
Chatni Sauces
wrn

www.barandbeverage.com

CONTACT ELAINE DUFAULT,
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER / NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER

(T)1-800.337.6372 EXT 213 DIRECT: (204)661-8686 (F) 204.954-2057
(E) edufault@mercurypublications.ca
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KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

Experience the newest SelfCookingCenter® live today!

The new SelfCookingCenter®
Ideas change the world.
Live. Free of charge. No commitment. Near you.
Experience how you can improve the quality of your meals
and save money, time and energy at the same time.
Register today for a FREE RATIONAL CookingLive event
near you at www.rationalcanada.com.

New kitchen equipment and gadgets are being introduced all the time,
offering new and better ways to prepare, cook, and serve.
Here’s a look at some of the latest innovations.
The Energy Saver
Seventy years of experience has resulted in Moretti Forni’s
S series ovens. Made in Italy, these ovens reach 400˚C
(750˚F) and yet reduce energy by 30 per cent. The energy
efficiency alone is attracting a lot of attention, says Joe Di
Donato, vice-president of operations at Faema Canada.
“Because they are so well insulated, there is very little heat
loss and you can actually touch the front and the sides of the
oven. Even at that temperature, it is not emitting a lot of heat
into the working area,” he says, adding that this helps keep
air conditioning costs down.

Come and cook with us!
wrn

WORDS: Carolyn Camilleri

These ovens cook top and bottom with separate controls, and
while they are ideal for pizza can
also be used for bread and other
cooking. A steam-injection option
makes them great for pastry baking.
And they look good.
“It’s a very nice looking oven,
ideal for open kitchen concepts where it is visible to the
clients and where chefs are preparing food in front of
customers,” says Di Donato.
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Size Matters
Last October, Rational Canada introduced the Self Cooking Centre
XS, a powerful, intelligent, multi-purpose appliance with the smallest
footprint yet: 21 inches deep by 23 inches high by 25-3/4 inches wide.
“It can fit on any 24-inch counter,” says Louis-Philippe Audette,
president of Rational Canada. “That’s really the beauty of it.”
This game-changing unit is a convection oven and a steamer and
can be used for up to 95 per cent of all of typical cooking applications.
Another bonus: it’s electric.
“There we’ve broken ground,
as well: it can
sit on a 30-amp
breaker. And it
has a triple-pane
glass door, which
means 30 per cent
less heat loss while
it’s cooking.”
Audette says it’s
important for restaurateurs to keep in costs in line. “Whatever equipment you’re using,
it’s going to dictate your food and labour costs. Single-purpose
equipment might be cheaper, but you’re going to have less benefits.
Truly flexible equipment can provide much better diversity in cooking within the same footprint.”
And it self-cleans like a dishwasher.
Chefs are welcome to “kick the tires” by trying it out at one of
Rational’s events.

Keeping up
With Trends

Presentation Inspiration
Food presentation is an art form for any chef.
“Chefs are always looking for new ways to present,
whether it’s big plates with small portions or different shaped
plates and bowls,” says Doug Schon, general manager Russell Food Equipment in Winnipeg.
While trends come and go, chefs aim for uniqueness that
springs from inspiration. For example, a new mandolin for
cutting small amounts of garnishes fast. Or wooden platters,
a recent trend Schon has noted. However, he recommends
restaurateurs check with their local health codes.
“Wooden platters might be fine in some places and in others not so. They have to be clean and free of cracks,” he says,
adding that proper foodservice-quality wooden platters are
specially cut for the purpose.
Mostly, he recommends browsing the showroom or online
shop, because you never know what will inspire genius.
“There are always new products coming out, and we
are always looking for new products that we can get
into the showroom, because everyone is looking for
something different.”

Hyper-local food sourcing, sustainability, food-waste management, and house-made products
are trends the folks at Hendrix
Restaurant Equipment and Supplies have seen emerging.
“The desire to bring the freshest
ingredients to every customer has
inspired companies to create
products that are not only sustainable but revolutionary, further
pushing the boundaries of what is
possible in a culinary context,”
says Stephanie Michalicka, content creator and editor at Hendrix.
For example, the Urban Cultivator is a computer-controlled hydroponic growing system that produces herbs and microgreens year round. “The commercial unit can
grow up to 16 flats of greens at one time and at 80 per cent less than
buying them from a supplier
Another big trend is sous-vide cooking, which requires a thermal
immersion circulator, a vacuum sealer, and a large pot.
“Sous-vide cooking provides exceptional temperature control and
uniformity; food is cooked evenly without dry edges or rare centres,” says Michalicka. “It’s especially useful for cooking meats and
seafood where the window of doneness is small.”
Food costs reasons alone make this useful in your kitchen, too.

Dream Griddle
What if you could customize your
cooking platform? The Vulcan Custom
Chain Griddle lets you do exactly that:
you select your plate (steel, chrome or Vulcan’s exclusive Rapid Recovery™ composite plate), grease trough location, and burner (atmospheric or IRX™ infrared).
“The flexibility of configuring the
device to suit the customer location
and goals is the key,” says Phil Beauvais, market manager at Hobart Food
Equipment Group.
“If efficiency is important, using an
Infrared burner is more efficient than
atmospheric burners,” he says, adding
that infrared burners use as much as 20
per cent less gas. “If quick recovery and
product consistency is identified as being
important, then the composite griddle plate could be utilized here.”
Choosing the right configuration is determined by what is on
the menu, who will be cooking, hours of operation, and volume
of items cooked in any given meal period.
“Hobart representatives will help in selecting the best possible
solutions to meet the needs of today’s operation and also provides the ability to meet the needs of the future,” says Beauvais.
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Making Prep Tables so Much Better
Prep tables have followed a similar design since they were
first introduced. Until now that is. Habco’s Prep Table
HFP48-12-2S looks different because it is different.
“HABCO has identified several key areas where improvement can be realized,” says Scott Brown, vice-president of
sales, marketing, and support services.
For example, traditional designs were created around the
need to have separate, split refrigeration sections. HABCO
uses proprietary Cassette® refrigeration so high-side (compressor and condenser) and low-side (evaporator cooling coil)
are self-contained on a single removable platform.
Other features include a front-breathing design so units can
be installed flush without restricting airflow in the heat exchange
process; better sanitation and easier maintenance; more energy
efficiency; and Whisper-Air-Over-Pan™ provides a gentle,
consistent cold blanket of air to preserve food without drying it.
If you are shopping for a prep table, Brown says fit and
finish are an indication of quality. Assess based on whether
it fulfils your needs and has tangible, additional benefits.
Questions to ask include: how much rear and side ventilation
is required? How accessible are the pans? Is it easy to clean?
How easy is the refrigeration system to access for maintenance and service?

It might be time to modernize your kitchen.
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CHEF OF THE WEST
fter 16 years in the industry, and only half of that as
chef – Winnipeg’s Norman Pastorin is proving that he
has what it takes.
The 42-year-old didn’t always think he was destined for the
kitchen. His plan was to complete his Bachelor of Commerce
degree at the University of Manitoba.
Instead, he enrolled into the Culinary Arts program at Red
River College, and never looked back.
His first venture in the kitchen was serving nachos and burgers.
“Everyone thought I was crazy for making this career
change, so I don’t think they took me seriously. Loads of
work kept being dumped on me, but I was very determined
and the hard work didn’t deter me.”
For Pastorin following this path has not been all about passion.
“At first it was all about passion. But passion can come and
go. Discipline is what keeps me going as a professional. Dedication to never take short cuts, continue to grow where
progress is more important than perfection.”
The hard work and determination paid off when he opened
The Grove Pub and Restaurant in June 2010 with his friend
and partner which they followed with The Cornerstone Bar
and Restaurant in February 2014. The restaurants are affiliated
but operate as separate business entities.
Pastorin describes The Cornerstone as a multidimensional
pub that serves internationally inspired cuisine, and a rousing
selection of beer, cocktails and wine.
“We strive to reflect the multicultural heritage of Winnipeg
and we have something for everyone. One of the more interesting aspects of our menu is the white space we leave open for
a rotating offering of soup/pasta/egg dish because almost
every nation has a signature dish that represents their culture’s
cuisine. We get very creative with many aspects of our menu.”
Another aspect of The Cornerstone is its location. Its previous tenant was a restaurant which spanned four decades
and was a Winnipeg favourite. So Pastorin had big shoes to
fill. However, despite the frightening and exhilarating ride at
opening in the iconic location, he was confident in the Cornerstone’s abilities to develop something to add energy
to Winnipeg’s Osborne Village.
“The Cornerstone has consistently grown every year.
All I want is to build a legacy the way Papa Georges did
before us.”
Pastorin continues to build his own legacy with
experiences such as the Gold Medal Plates. In 2014, he
won silver and was content to be in the company of some
of the best chefs in the city. Winning gold the following year
he was very humbled and nervous to be representing Winnipeg on a national stage.

A

FROM SCRATCH :

Chef Norman Pastorin shows dedication to his profession.
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STEP BY STEP

PORK BELLY INGREDIENTS:

1/2 cup salt
1/4 cup brown sugar

1/4 cup sugar
3 lbs boneless pork belly, rinds removed

PICKLED VEGETABLES INGREDIENTS:

4 cups water
1 cup sugar
1 medium red onion, thinly sliced
1 cucumber, sliced thinly

1

2 cups apple cider vinegar or rice wine
2 Tbsp salt
1 medium carrot, julienned

RICE INGREDIENTS:

4 cups extra fancy short grain rice

5 1/4 cups water

Dividing pork belly

SAUCE INGREDIENTS:

pork belly roast drippings
1 bulb of garlic (minced)
1Tbsp if whole black peppercorns (toasted)
1/3 cup rice wine vinegar
1/3 cup sugar

1 large yellow onion
3 large bay leaves
1 cup soy sauce
1/3 cup chicken stock
1/3 cup Sriracha

2

POACHED EGG INGREDIENTS:

4 eggs
1 Tbsp white vinegar

water, to cover eggs

PORK BELLY METHOD OF PREPARATION:
Day 1

In a bowl, combine salt, sugar and brown sugar. Place pork belly in pan and cover
with mixture. Cure in refrigerator for 12 hours.

Day 2

Rinse salt and sugar mixture off pork belly and pat dry. Preheat oven to 325˚F. Using a
baking rack in a sheet pan, roast pork belly for 3 to 4 hours until tender. Let roast cool
to room temperature. Strain drippings and reserve for sauce. Place pork belly between
two sheet pans, weigh down with a few food cans and rest overnight, in fridge

Day 3

Preheat oven to 350˚F. Heat an oven proof pan on the stove top on medium-high.
Divide pork belly into four even pieces. Starting fat side down, sear both sides of pork
pieces, about 2 minutes per side. Place in oven for about 15 minutes, heating throughout.
Remove from oven and slice in 1/4 inch pieces or serve whole.

Prepping the rice

3

SAUCE METHOD OF PREPARATION: Skim off layer of fat from roast drippings. Place peppercorns and bay leaves in cheesecloth (sachet). In a saucepan on medium high, sweat onions and garlic. Add remaining ingredients and increase heat to high and continue to cook until sauce reaches
a light syrup consistency, or about 5 minutes. Taste sauce and adjust flavour with water if it is too
sweet or salty. Remove sachet.
PICKLED VEGETABLES METHOD OF PREPARATION: In a saucepan on medium, combine water,
vinegar, sugar and salt. Heat until salt and sugar dissolve. Place carrots and onions in separate, ovenproof containers. Pour hot pickling liquid over vegetables to cover. Let cool to room temperature.
Cover and refrigerate. (Pickled vegetables can be made one day in advance and refrigerated
overnight.) In a separate container, sprinkle cucumber slices with salt and let stand for 30 minutes or
until room temperature. Drain any excess liquid from cucumbers, rinse under cold water and pat dry.
RICE METHOD OF PREPARATION: Rinse rice under cold running water and drain. Repeat 4
times. Place rice in sauce pan and add cold water. Bring to a boil, cover and reduce to low. Simmer
for 20 minutes. Remove lid and fluff rice with fork. Replace lid and let stand additional 10 minutes.

P

Continuing to Grow

PORK BELLY RICE BOWL WITH PICKLED
VEGETABLES AND POACHED EGG Serves 4

Adding pickled vegetables

4

POACHED EGGMETHOD OF PREPARATION: In a shallow sauce pan on medium, bring water
and vinegar to a simmer. Crack eggs into individual ramekins. Gently tip pan, covering eggs in water.
Poach to personal preference.
TO SERVE: Add 1 cup rice to each bowl. Add pork belly slices on one side of rice and fan out. Add

Adding sauce

pickled vegetables to other side and fan out. Place poached egg in the middle, on top of rice. Add
about 4 Tbsp of sauce to each bowl and serve.

FINAL PLATING
“It was surreal to be on the national
level where the chefs were treated like
celebrities – the red carpet, media and
the little treats in our hotel rooms every
day was sensory overload. I admit I was a
little intimidated being surrounded by
seasoned competitors and chefs with
restaurants in McLean’s TOP 100 list. I
am very proud of what our team accomplished and have no regrets.”
wrn

Looking into the future Pastorin has no
concrete goals but notes that Winnipeg could
use a modern French Brasserie in the heart of
St. Boniface (the city’s French community).
While it is clear that Pastorin is passionate about what he does, and has
found his calling, it is his discipline that
will continue to make him a success in the
industry far into the future.
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

new PRODUCTS
RATIONAL Launches the Next
Generation SelfCookingCenter

The New 3M
Drive-Thru System

RATIONAL’s newest enhancements to their market-leading
SelfCookingCenter line of combi ovens includes a compact-size
SelfCookingCenter XS as well as new, advanced technology features on the company’s existing and larger units.
“We are extremely proud of the newest advances to our SelfCookingCenter family, which - like all of our offerings - come with
world-renowned RATIONAL CustomerCarePlus service,” noted
Louis-Philippe Audette, president and CEO for RATIONAL Canada. “We are with our customers every step of the way as they
purchase, install and use these units, with aftercare being of key
importance to helping them achieve maximum cooking benefit.”
Keen interest is focused on the company’s new SelfCookingCenter XS unit. At only 21 inches deep, 26 inches wide and 22
inches high, the XS is the smallest unit in RATIONAL’s SelfCookingCenter family. The new small-format cooking system
fulfils the need for a countertop size unit that can supplement larger units in a foodservice
or commercial kitchen, or can stand alone in delis, supermarkets, convenience stores or
smaller restaurants.
The unit features an integrated fresh steam generator - the only compact combi-steamer
including this technology in North America. The 100 per cent hygienic fresh steam guarantees maximum steam saturation, even at low temperatures. The steam generator is
automatically descaled during the cleaning process, reducing the need for expensive
water softening measures.
In addition to its small footprint and steam generator technology, the SelfCookingCenter
XS has innovative features that professional chefs have come to expect from RATIONAL:

3M science is helping quick service
restaurants tap the drive-thru’s full potential with the all-new digital network-ready
3M Drive-Thru Basestation G5. The new
basestation features a smaller footprint,
dual lane capabilities in a single base, and a
built-in greeter. Restaurants can boost worker productivity with the 3M Drive-Thru
Basestation G5’s new built-in greeter, which
can be used to promote key menu items
with customers. Managers benefit from the
ability to create alerts and reminders to
increase compliance and keep team members
on task. 3M’s built-in greeter can record up
to 16 messages - each up to 10 seconds in
length - and messages can be scheduled by
daypart and easily upload to the basestation. Boost customer satisfaction by improving order accuracy with 3M Advanced Noise
Reduction, which offers superior digital

• The unit’s control panel is placed on the left side next to the door, for ergonomic and safety for loading
and unloading of food. This reduces the risk of injury from rising steam during operation. At the same
time, the side mounted electronics are protected from long-term damage caused by rising steam.
• Efficient CareControl, the automatic cleaning and descaling system.
Importantly, each SelfCookingCenter® XS unit is supplied with 11 free of charge cooking
accessories in the appropriate size to provide optimal support for the preparation of all
types of foods. Also new, available in 2/3 GN size; the grilling and pizza tray; diamond and
grill grate for grilling vegetables or steaks; roasting and baking trays for bread rolls,
pastries or pan-fried items, and the Multibaker, which is ideal for fried eggs and omelets.
For more information about RATIONAL, visit: www.rationalcanada.com.

iögo Introduces New Logo and Brand Positioning
iögo has revealed its new brand image and redesigned packaging.
Four years after a widely-acclaimed national launch, iögo continues to
shake up the yogurt and fresh dairy product category by positioning
itself as a modern brand focused on the needs of its consumers. In
parallel with its new positioning, iögo completely redesigned the structure and look of its packaging. The company took its strong design
codes, that being the logo and the umlauts (the two-dots over the “o”),
and revamped them with a new, modern flair. The structure was redefined to clearly denote and clarify product segmentation. In fact, iögo
offers eight product segments, each satisfying a particular need and
targeting a different type of consumer. Finally, the design resides in the brand’s specific
attributes of brilliance, energy and freshness, which translates into its choice of font, the way
fruit is presented, use of colour and assertion of brand claims.

sound quality at the order point. Workers
benefit from Acoustic Echo Cancellation
and Spread Spectrum, reducing echoes
and interference for clearer sound, while
Automatic Gain Control keeps volume levels
steady and strong. This new digital basestation, combined with a new menu post speaker and foam-enclosed microphone, delivers
superior sound and clearer communication
between the order taker and the customer.
While the basestation aims to maximize efficiencies and simplicity, the fifth-generation
3M™ Drive-Thru Headset G5 System offers a
full menu of industry-leading features
including being the first headset system on
the market to offer a modular design for
fast, in-store repairs.
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To-Le-Do Foodservice . . . . . . . . . . .13
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Welcome Spring with
Innovative Menu Offerings!
s winter goes by and sunnier,
warmer days approach, consumers will start taking off layers
and popping into restaurants. How will
chefs welcome them this spring and
encourage them to come back? Whether
you manage a large restaurant chain, own
a small independent restaurant or operate
a food truck, you need to start thinking
about how to reinvigorate your spring
menu to ensure those customers will
come through your doors.
While chefs are designing new menus,
consider the food items growing and
declining in popularity.

A

decadent and irresistible chicken
sandwiches. Consider featuring chicken
sandwich bites, pulled chicken barbecue
or an open-face chicken sandwich. Add
spice and flavour with hot peppers,
jalapenos, olives, mushrooms, and barbecue sauce. NPD data suggests menu
importance (servings/traffic) of these
toppings increased in 2016. Lastly,
don’t forget, millennials (18-34 years
old) are the largest contributors to the
foodservice industry and also the
largest consumers of chicken sandwiches
(39 per cent serving share).

Reintroduce Soup
Don’t Ignore Popularity of
Chicken Sandwiches!
Chicken sandwiches are attention-grabbers in commercial
foodservice — and that’s
leading to increased
servings. CREST data
shows, chicken sandwiches have grown
four per cent in servings since 2012 across
Canada. Manitoba has
seen the same serving
growth in the past four years. This
is great news for operators trying to win
with chicken sandwiches. It is worth noting that while grilled chicken sandwiches
had double-digit (+15 per cent) growth,
fried chicken sandwiches remained flat in
2016 in total commercial foodservice.
This presents an opportunity for operators to innovate with fried chicken sandwiches. Recent innovations have included the Spicy Sriracha chicken sandwich
by Wendy’s, Spicy Habanero Chicken
Burger by A&W, and Spicy Crispy
Chicken Club by Tim Hortons.
Melt your customer’s hearts with

Soup has been part of lunch and supper for decades however its popularity
has dropped and as a result, servings
have declined. At commercial
foodservice, soup servings
declined nine per cent vs.
year ago, data shows. In
Manitoba, soup servings are
also in decline, especially
among millennials. Perhaps
lack of innovation with soup
resulted in its decline with this
age group — these consumers are always on the
lookout for new and
unique menu offerings.
Spike your guest’s
appetite with innovative
soup ideas. Consider
refreshing their palates
with — vegetable broth/
herb-based or Thai soup,
as these are amongst the
top-growing soup flavours.
Creating with soup should be easy and
simple. And soup can be served as an
appetizer or added to combo meal offers.
Engaging millennials with new soup offer-

ings will require piquing their curiosity
and interest innovation with flavourful
new options. NPD data has revealed that
hot/spicy flavour is the top menu consideration among millennials. How can that
factor into menu development?

Add Colour with Salad!
Consumers seeking healthier menu
options may be excited to see a wider
selection of salads and salads featured combos.
In Manitoba, side
salad servings grew
by double digits in
2016 compared to
2015, and they are
up four per cent
since 2012. This
suggests salad’s popularity is not just a fad, but
is here to stay. Dressing is
essential — be careful to choose the
right variety of salad dressing. Caesar,
Italian, and Asian/ginger/sesame salad
dressings are amongst the top growing
types. As you try to capture the hearts
and minds of health-conscious younger
customers, remember salad may
be a way to win them over.
NPD data suggests side
salad servings grew by
double digits (+22 per
cent vs. year ago) in
Manitoba; millennials
drove that growth.
When developing an
exciting, enticing menu, spice
up the traditional offerings!
Consider soup. Offer creative new
salads. It’s how to attract the coveted millennials — and other important customers
— and keep them coming back.

WRN

Liliya Reshetylo is account associate - foodservice for The NPD Group Inc., which has more than 25 years
experience providing consumer-based market information to the foodservice industry.
For more info, visit www.npdgroup.ca or contact liliya.reshetylo@npd.com
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